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ExperimentsandImpedanceModelingof LinersIncludingTheEffectof BiasFlow

Juan Fernando Betts

(ABSTRACT)

The study of normal impedance of perforated plate acoustic liners including the effect of
bias flow was studied. Two impedance models were developed, by modeling the internal

flows of perforate orifices as infinite tubes with the inclusion of end corrections to handle

finite length effects. These models assumed incompressible and compressible flows,

respectively, between the far field and the perforate orifice.

The incompressible model was used to predict impedance results for perforated plates
with percent open areas ranging from 5% to 15%. The predicted resistance results

showed better agreement with experiments for the higher percent open area samples. The

agreement also tended to deteriorate as bias flow was increased.

For perforated plates with percent open areas ranging from 1% to 5%, the compressible

model was used to predict impedance results. The model predictions were closer to the
experimental resistance results for the 2% to 3% open area samples. The predictions
tended to deteriorate as bias flow was increased.

The reactance results were well predicted by the models for the higher percent open area,

but deteriorated as the percent open area was lowered (5%) and bias flow was increased.

A fit was done on the incompressible model to the experimental database. The fit was

performed using an optimization routine that found the optimal set of multiplication
coefficients to the non-dimensional groups that minimized the least squares slope error

between predictions and experiments. The result of the fit indicated that terms not

associated with bias flow required a greater degree of correction than the terms associated

with the bias flow. This model improved agreement with experiments by nearly 15% for

the low percent open area (5%) samples when compared to the unfitted model. The fitted

model and the unfitted model performed equally well for the higher percent open area

(10% and 15%).
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1. Introduction

1.1 Objective

Due to the current and projected concerns about community noise annoyance

from commercial air traffic, a number of innovative noise reduction concepts are being

considered. Acoustic liner treatments for engine nacelles have been an effective means

of suppressing turbomachinery noise for over three decades. In the search for even

greater liner efficiency, due in-part to the need to suppress turbomachinery noise

emanating from high bypass-ratio engines, in-situ (in place) control of liner impedance

has been an on-going goal starting with the work of Dean who explored bias flow as a

means of changing liner impedances. Bias flow is the introduction of airflow, blowing or

suction, perpendicular to the acoustic liner as seen in Fig. 1-1. Figure 1-2 shows the

location of acoustic liners in a turbofan engine.

Grazing
Flow

Bias Flow

or Suction)

Porous
Facesheet

Porous

Septum

Hone,
Partition

Termination

Figure 1-1. Typical double degree bias flow liner configuration I.
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Figure 1-2. Primary Acoustic Elements of a Turbofan Engine 2.

Bias flow can be viewed as a mechanism for optimizing a liner either for

developmental purposes in a scale model test or perhaps eventually for an operational

full-scale engine. 3'4 Dean conducted an initial proof-of-concept study that showed several

potential advantages 5. The ability to control liner impedance "in-situ" (while the engine is

operating) would allow several desirable possibilities including optimizing liner

impedance to match different operating conditions or to more accurately match design

conditions that could not be reached due to manufacturing tolerances.

There are four objectives to this study:

1. Acquire a quality experimental database of educed normal incidence

impedances for perforates plates with and without bias flow

2. Develop improved impedance models for perforated plates in the presence

of bias flow

3. Evaluate the models developed against the experimental database

4. Use the experimental database to improve the model's performance and

evaluate the resultant model performance

To this end the dissertation is divided into nine chapters and eight appendices. Chapter 2

covers previous impedance modeling theory for perforated plates. Chapter 3 introduces

new bias flow models, evaluation criteria, and other theoretical developments. This



chapteraddressobjective 2. Chapter 4 describes the methods used to acquire the

experimental database and therefore addresses objective 1. Chapter 5 shows impedance

results of perforated plates without bias flow. This chapter is intended to analyze the

performance of previous impedance models and to evaluate them against the evaluation

error criteria to be used against the bias flow models. Chapters 6 and 7 present the

impedance results of the experiments and two bias flow models developed assuming

incompressible and compressible flow assumptions. This chapter addresses objective 3.

Chapter 8 presents an experimentally fitted bias flow model. This chapter addresses

objective 4.

1.2 Approach

An experimental database was produced which included perforate samples tested

with and without bias flow in a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) liner configuration.

The main trust of this dissertation work was the development and evaluation of bias flow

impedance models for perforated plates. The database was used to evaluate the developed

bias flow impedance models. After such evaluation was accomplished the models were

"improved" through semi-empirical means to produce the best available frequency

domain impedance model that includes the effect of bias flow. This approach permitted

an assessment of how well a model "without" empiricism can predict experiments, and

the relative improvement in the model's performance with empirical corrections included

in the model.

The surface impedance predictions of the perforate-cavity system were obtained

by way of a modified version of the NASA Langley Zwikker-Kosten Transmission Line

Code (ZKTL) 6. This computer program is based on Zwikker and Kosten's theory for

sound propagation in channels 7. In general, the model is composed of continuous arrays

of multi-degree-of-freedom liner elements. For the geometry being modeled, the

perforated plate model is the uppermost element of the continuous lumped element array,

as seen in Fig. 1-3.

Matrix techniques are employed to compute the composite impedance due to the

liner elements 8. For the geometry of interest, these matrix techniques calculate the cavity



impedance(seeFigure1-3).Sinceflow is presentin thecavity,wavenumbercorrections

wererequiredandarepresentedin Section3.5.Therefore,thetotalsurfaceimpedanceis

thesumof thecavityandperforatedplateimpedance.

DesiredSurface
• Perforated

Impedance • • • - • Plate

Bias Flow

Cavity

Cavity
i Termination

Boundary
Condition

Figure 1-3. Domain geometry being modeled and tested.

In Chapter 3, new bias flow impedance models are developed for perforated

plates. These impedance models are nonlinear, meaning that they are a function of the

acoustic particle velocity. This can be expressed as

= P" =f(v.) (1-1)
_CV a

where _, p,, v,, p, c, and f(va) are the normalized impedance, acoustic pressure, acoustic

particle velocity, fluid density, speed of sound, and an arbitrary function with respect to

va, respectively. Since the impedance in Eq. (1-1) is nonlinear, an iteration scheme was

required, given the incident sound-pressure level (SPL), to make both sides of Eq. (1-1)

equal.
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in thisstudy,theNASA LangleyNormalincidenceTube(NIT) wastreatedasa

distributedelement(channel)andtheliner sheetswith thebackingcavityaselements.

Thedifferentperforateimpedancemodelswereimplementedin the lumpedelementpart

of themodularstructureof ZKTL. The cavity backing plate was made porous to allow

passage of bias flow, but with a high acoustic resistance to make it highly reflective

("hard") as possible as seen in Fig. 1-3.

Least squares linear fits (with zero intercept) between the experiments and

predicted results were performed. The slope of the fit indicated the difference (systematic

error) between experimental and predicted values, and the correlation indicated whether

they were following the same trend. A slope and correlation of one indicated a perfect

match between experiments and predictions. Acceptable limits on the deviations of slope

and correlation from one will be used as a basis for establishing the evaluation criteria for

the various models.

Experiments were performed to determine the impedance of single degree of

freedom liners with bias flow. The experimental data was obtained from the NIT. These

liners were composed of nonlinear perforate facesheets followed by a 1.7 inch (4.32 cm)

cavity and a high resistance fibermetal backing. Impedance data was acquired to

determine the resistance of the fibermetal. It was determined that it had a minimal effect

on the impedance of liner material. The bias flow was fed into a plenum chamber 3

inches (7.62 cm) in length with a cross sectional area 2x2 inches (5.08x5.08 cm) before

flowing through the high resistance fibermetal.

Normal incidence impedance was measured using three stationary microphones.

The first microphone was used to set the reference total sound pressure level (SPL) at the

surface of the sample, and the other two microphones measured the transfer function

between two points on the standing wave produced by the superposition of incident and

reflected acoustic waves generated from the acoustic drivers and reflected from the

perforate sample. The transfer function was then used to calculate the overall impedance

of the sample-cavity system.

The perforate samples were discovered to exhibit structural resonances in the

middle to upper range of the frequencies tested. A vibration inhibiting post was inserted

through the fibermetal to support the perforate sample in the center. Preliminary data



suggestedthat thepostsupporteliminatedtheresonancebelow3 kHz, whichwasthe

frequencyrangeof interest.A thin nut was used to constrain the fibermetal that also had

resonant frequencies within the range tested. Other than eliminating the structural

resonance, the data showed that the post and the nut supports had a minimal effect on the

impedance measurements. This determination was achieved by observing the continuity

in resistance and reactance of the experimental impedance results.

The perforate samples tested varied in open area from 1 - 15% with thickness to

diameter ratios from 0.71 to 1.8. Twenty-three perforate samples were tested in all. The

bias flow velocities tested ranged from 0 to 600 crn/s in the cavity. Tests were conducted

over a frequency range from 1000 to 3000 Hz, one tone at a time (i.e., did not study

frequency spectrum effects), in increments of 100 Hz. The reference SPL was set at 120,

130, and 140 dB for low flow rates and at 130 dB at high flow rates where changing SPL

had no effect on measured impedance (based on a few measurements over the SPL

range).

Acoustic resistance and reactance have been acquired for all samples. Overall,

resistance increased with bias flow for all samples. At zero and low bias flow, increasing

the reference SPL increased the resistance. Above a certain critical bias flow velocity;

changing the reference SPL had no effect on the resistance. Therefore, the samples are

said to exhibit linear behavior with respect to SPL at this critical bias flow rate. The

reactance was minimally affected at low bias flow rates, but at high bias flow rates the

reactance was significantly reduced. The effect was most noticeable as the velocity in the

holes approached the choked condition.
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2. Theory

2.1. No Bias Flow Impedance Models

2.1.1 GE Impedance Model

Description and Major Assumptions

* Incompressible Flow

• Linear Term derived assuming Poiseuille Flow (Fully Developed DC Duct Flow)

• Nonlinearity derived from non-dimensional analysis and empirical corrections

Figure 2-1. The velocity profile in the hole of the perforate associated with the linear

resistance term in the GE model.

Motsinger and Kraft have discussed in detail the development of a Single-Degree-

of-Freedom (SDOF) impedance model for perforate plates, j In their development they

assumed a DC flow resistance equivalence with acoustic resistance, and therefore no

frequency dependence in their impedance model, as seen in Fig. 2-1. Their resistance

term was composed of three components; a linear viscous flow term, a nonlinear

turbulent mixing loss component, and a grazing flow term. The GE resistance term, as

described by Motsinger and Kraft, is

32a)t 1 1
OGr - + v_ + . Mg r (2-1)

CoCoa2 2C((JCD 7 (2 + 1.256_-_

The linear resistance term in Eq. (2-1) can be derived by assuming Poiseuille flow

in a duct, which for a Newtonian fluid creates a parabolic velocity profile within the duct

as seen in Fig. 2-1. The velocity profile in the model is allowed to vary only in the radial



directionandthe profile is fixed throughthe lengthof theduct.Motsingerand Kraft

derivedthenonlineartermthroughanon-dimensionalanalysisandanexperimentalfit.

TheGEmassreactanceisgivenby

ZGE=_D [t+e d] (2-2)

wheree isanexperimentallydeterminedendcorrection

(2-3)

CDin thedenominatorof Eq.(2-2)wasnot includedbyMotsingerandKraft,but it does

appearwhenderivedfrom a formal theoreticalderivation.Kraft, Yu, andKwan later

correctedthis problem.2Equation(2-2) canbe derivedby takingthe one-dimensional

momentumequationalong the lengthof the duct and assumingthe following: no

viscosity,thevelocityprofileis constantthroughthecrosssection(i.e.,"plug" flow), and

thepressurefield isonlyafunctionof theaxialvariationin thevelocityfield.

Noticethatthesetof assumptionsfor theresistanceandreactancearedifferent.

Someof theseconflicts in assumptionsas well as the omissionof the discharge

coefficientin the model may have beenalleviatedthroughthe empiricismin the

developmentof the otherpreviouslydescribedmodelparameters.The completeGE

modelusingEqs.(2-1)through(2-3)becomes

32agt 1 1= --+ v. -t Mgr +i [t+e d] (2-4)

c(YCDd2 2c(_CD)2 (2 + 1"256 8-_-*_d

2.1.2 Crandall Impedance Model

Description and Major Assumptions

• Incompressible Flow



• Linear term derivedassumingvelocity profile has only radial variationsand is

constantthroughthelengthof theduct

• Interactioneffectbetweentheholesincluded

• Nonlinearityderivedbyassumingaxialandradialvariationin thevelocityprofile

• Thevelocityisassumedtohaveasimpleharmonictimedependence(i.e.,thereareno

higherharmonicsproducedbythenonlinearity)

• Acousticparametersarereplacedby theirtimeaveragedparametersfor thenonlinear

term

Melling analyzed and discussed in detail the derivation of Crandall's theory of

acoustic propagation in perforates) Crandall's model assumes an infinitely long duct, and

end corrections are added to account for the finite length of the perforate's holes.

Melling's analysis is more of a theoretical nature, and relies less on empiricism than

Motsinger and Kraft. His analysis yielded the following impedance model

where

F_-_/= 1- k dj (k_d)

_2 °_, 2 )

(2-6)

Here J0 and J1 are the zero and first order Bessel functions.

is Stokes wave-number for a with highly conducting walls, and:

10



is Stokeswave-numberfor awall with thermallynonconductingwalls.TheFokfunction

_u'is

8

_'(_) -- _-'_a n (_/_) n (2-9)
n=O

where

ao=1.0 al----1.4092 a2=0.0

a3=0.33818 a4=0.0 a5=0.06793

a6=-0.02287 a7=0.003015 as=-0.01614

The Fok function accounts for the acoustic interaction between the holes. According to

Melling, Fok derived this solution of the impedance coupling between the perforate's

holes for an infinitely thin plate.

Besides the acoustic interaction of the holes, the Crandall impedance model

introduces frequency dependence to the acoustic impedance. The linear frequency

dependence was lacking in the analysis by Motsinger and Kraft. The frequency

dependence in the linear term of the Crandall model is due to the Bessel function

solution.

Historically, Equation (2-5) was not normally used to calculate the impedance of

a perforate, due to the difficulty in calculating the Bessel function with a complex-valued

argument and separating the real and imaginary components of the impedance function.

Although this impediment has been a problem in the past, current computers can easily

handle the above-mentioned problems. However, the low and high frequency

approximations to Eq. (2-5) are widely used, to provide additional physical insights to the

Crandall impedance function.

The low frequency approximation (also called the Poiseuiile model) is

11



d_/-_ < 1 (2-10)

Makingthisapproximation,Eq.(2-5)becomes

__ 3219t (1-a 2) +i____k (4t+ 8d )CCCDd2 + 2c(6CD)_ v, °C°_, 3 3nV,(c-----_ (2-11)

The first term in Eq. (2-11) is the same as the viscous DC linear term presented by

Motsinger and Kraft for the GE model. Note that the first term in the reactance is 1/3

larger in the Crandall model than in the GE model. The effective mass in the Crandall

model is larger because the viscosity within the hole increases the effective mass within

the hole. This is due to the fact that the velocity profile is parabolic in the Crandall

model, and not "plug-flow" as assumed for the reactance derivation in the GE model. The

lower average velocity in the parabolic distribution leads to a higher effective mass

because of conservation of momentum.

The high frequency approximation (also called the Helmholtz model) is valid if

d_/_ > 10 (2-12)

Making this approximation Eq. (2-5) becomes

_:2.82_/_"_t (l-e) +._ Ol +2.82ff-_t._ 8 d ]

COCdd+2c(oCb) 2Va _c_ COCdd _lO/_O') )
(2-13)

This approximation introduces frequency dependence in the linear term in the resistance

that is absent in the GE model. Furthermore, the frequency independent term of the

Poiseuille model vanishes. Also note that the effective mass is no longer a constant 1/3

higher, but contains an additional attached mass that is frequency dependent.

12



In practiceneitherthelow norhigh frequencyapproximationsareused,because

of the desirefor a singlemodel that works for all frequencies.Therefore,the high

frequencymodelis usuallycorrectedto accountfor low andintermediatefrequencies.

Kraft,Yu, andKwanprovideonesuchcorrectionbyaddinghalf of thePoiseuilleviscous

termto theHelmholtzmodel}ThismodeliscalledtheGE-Rohr model, and is given by

0-0 -2) +'i(kt +2.82.f-_t_t. 8 d ]16a3t + 2.82ff--_t+ va (2-14)
- coCDd 2 coC a d 2c(OCD)2 __ cOC D d 3n _/_c) )

2.1.3 ltersh 75 Impedance Model

Description and Maior Assumptions

• In the near field the flow moves in the radial direction and is axisymmetric.

• Within the near field the flow is incompressible and unsteady.

• At low sound pressure levels the linear regime dominates

• At high sound pressure levels the nonlinear regime dominates

• Core flow dominated by entrance effects

Displacement

Boundary

Layer

Figure 2-2. Velocity profile for Hersh 75 model for a perforate hole.

In 1975 Hersh and Rogers followed a different approach to modeling the

impedance of the perforate from an impinging acoustic field. 4 According to them,

perforate plates are too thin to assume fully developed duct flows through them as both

13



the linearcomponentsof theGEandCrandallmodelsdo.HershandRogersconcluded

that since the orifice diametersare small in perforates,end correctionsare not

corrections,buta majorcomponentof themodel'sviscouslosses.Major viscouslosses

donot occurinsidetheperforate'shole,but insteadoccurat thesurfaceof theperforate.

Consequently,their analysisfocusesonmodelingthenearfield of theperforate'shole

ratherthantheinterior,asseenin Fig.2-2.

HershandRogersdevelopedtheirmodelbyconsideringtworegions,whichthey

calledthe linearregimeandnonlinearregimefor low andhigh soundpressurelevels

respectively.In theirmodelthelinearandnonlinearregimesaredeterminedby

va (2-15)
c_cod

If this ratio is less or greater than one, the regime is linear or nonlinear respectively.

For the linear regime the impedance is

0Hersh75

4v

+ t)| _ _eod 1

Nonlinear loss Viscous loss

(2-16)

Viscous loss

H

Nonlinear toss

(2-17)

where

Re - o)(d + t) 2
1.)

(2-18)
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Theresistancetermhastwo dominantterms,anonlinearanda viscouslossterm.These

termsappearin both the resistanceand reactance,indicatinga linearand nonlinear

couplingbetweenresistanceandreactance.This couplingis dominatedby theviscous

termwhenRatio(2-15)is less than one. Rewriting Eq. (2-16) and (2-17) with Ratio (2-

15) much less than one produces

(2-19)

Since the impedance is dominated by the viscous term, it is directly related to the

displacement boundary layer along the surface of the perforate. Furthermore, the effects

of viscosity increase the mass reactance. This result is in line with the Crandall model,

where viscosity inside of the hole also increased the mass reactance. Therefore, the effect

of viscosity increases the mass reactance both in the near field and within the hole.

For the nonlinear regime, Ratio (2-15) is larger than one. The impedance becomes

.(0.64 v_ +1) /

too J_

(2-21)

In this regime nonlinear effects dominate the impedance, and the viscosity effects

disappear in both the resistance and reactance.

15



2.1.4 Hersh 99 Impedance Model

Description and Maior Assumptions

• Incompressible Flow

• Inviscid core flow with a viscous boundary layer inside the perforate hole

• Developing viscous boundary layer

• Unknown assumed model parameters determined through experiment

• t/d>> 1

Perforate's

Hole

S IJ
,_--"IInviscid Core

,_....._Boundary Layer

"1
Figure 2-3. Velocity profile in the perforate for Hersh 99.

Hersh, Walker, and Celano 5 developed another impedance model in 1999, where they

assumed an inviscid core with a boundary layer profile within the hole, as seen in Fig. 2-

3. They developed this model from a control volume approach using the principles of

conservation of mass and momentum. An assumed velocity and viscous loss was then

inserted into these integral equations. The resultant equations become a function of

unknown parameters that are themselves a function of geometrical variables. Then the

functional relationship between the unknown parameters in the integral equations and

geometrical variables is determined through experiments. A more detailed analysis will

be presented in Appendix A, where a bias flow model using Hersh's ideas is presented.
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2.2 Bias Flow Impedance Models

2.2.1 Dean's Bias Flow Model

Description and Major Assumptions

• Same assumptions as the Hersh 75 model

• Acoustic particle velocity replaced by bias flow velocity

• Additional impedance corrections determined empirically

Bias flow has been a concept for "in-situ" control of impedance in acoustic liners.

Dean conducted an initial proof of concept in 19766 and developed a bias flow model

based on the principles outlined by Hersh in his 1975 model. Dean, like Hersh, divided

the flow region into two regions, the linear and nonlinear regimes respectively. He

utilized the same terms as Hersh (Ratio (2-15)) to determine which impedance region was

operating (linear or nonlinear), except that he replaced the acoustic particle velocity with

the bias flow velocity in that term.

Therefore, the term that Dean used to determine the operating impedance regime

was

vb (2-22)
cwd

He also replaced the acoustic particle velocity with the bias flow velocity in both the

linear and nonlinear impedance model regimes. Therefore his model ignores the effect of

sound pressure change caused by changes in the acoustic particle velocity. He assumes

the bias flow velocity to be much greater than the acoustic particle velocity, and therefore

SPL effects are considered negligible. If the ratio (2-35) is less than one, his impedance

model is
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[04244vb/  ]108488vb+t)" _2--7.'-_,_ --t

_2Vuo r Me _
+ 0.845 J

M___

whichever is greater

(2-23)

The last two terms in the resistance represent bias flow and grazing flow, respectively.

Dean does not explain where these terms come from except to say "the effects of bias

flow.., has been experimentally investigated sporadically.., and in broad terms the d-c

flow resistance increases in direct proportion to the bias flow velocity and inversely to the

square of the porosity." It appears that Dean might be alluding to a similar empirically

determined nonlinear effect described by Motsinger and Kraft in the GE model

previously discussed in this chapter. Dean's model has further differences to Hersh.

Although the models are similar, they are not the same after accounting for the change in

va by vb. Dean does not explain these differences.

The nonlinear regime occurs when ratio (2-35) is greater than one as with Hersh.

The impedance becomes
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Dean _

k(d + t)O.64v b [

+I or l
LeG 0.845c_J

whichever is greater

k(d + t)0.33
_Dean --

GCD
1.0+

V b

(2-25)

(2-26)

This impedance model is similar to the Hersh 75 model, and has the same bias and

grazing flow corrections. Dean does not shed any more light into the development of this

nonlinear regime impedance model.

2.2.2 Previous Bias Flow Corrections

The acoustic impedance models presented, except for Dean's Bias Flow model,

do not account for the effect of bias flow. As seen in Dean's model, bias flow was

accounted by replacing the acoustic particle velocity with the bias flow velocity and

stating that the bias flow velocity was much greater than the acoustic particle velocity. As

will be shown later, replacing the particle acoustic velocity with the bias flow velocity is

questionable.
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In the NASA LangleyZwikker-KostenTransmissionLine Code(ZKTL)7, bias

flow is accountedfor byreplacingtheacousticparticlevelocityin theimpedancemodels
with

v, + vb (2-27)

This correctionseemsmorereasonablethanDean'scorrection,especiallyat low bias

flow velocities.Nevertheless,thisbiasflowcorrectionaswell asDean'scorrectiondoes

notfollow frombasicprinciples.It is importantto notethatthiscorrectionhasneverbeen

published,assessedor validated,andthereforewasjust a placeholderin ZKTL until a

bettercorrectionwasdeveloped.

In anotherstudy,Premoderivedabiasflowmodelusingatime-domainapproach.

This approachyieldedthe followingreplacementfor the acousticparticlevelocity to
includebiasflow8

4(1.15v_) 2 + (2Vb) 2 (2-28)

The relevance and comparison of this bias flow correction is further discussed in Section

3.1.

2.3 Grazing Flow

The effect of grazing flow on the acoustic impedance of perforates has been

extensively studied for the past three decades. Rice developed an empirical acoustic

resistance model for a single hole is given by 9

0 = 0.3Mgr (2-29)

Equation (2-42) was modified in the same reference to account for percent open area (cy)
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"15x10-2+1.77_+0.3/0= 0.3Mgr (2-30)

Sincethe developmentof this empiricalmodel,therehavebeenseveralgrazingflow

impedancemodelsdeveloped.Ricedeviseda modelthat assumedthat vorticeswere

formedwhenthe fluid interactedwith theacousticjet exitingtheperforatehole1°.He

presentedanapproximatesimplifiedsolution,where

0¢_dMgf (2-31)
_8

Thissemi-empiricalmodelshowedthat thegrazingflow impedancewasa functionof

boundarylayerthickness(8). Boundarylayerthicknesswas ignoredin the empirical

model in Ref. 9. Armstrong,Beckemeyer,andOlsendeviseda methodof relatingthe

acousticpropagationconstantkzalongthelengthof theductto theacousticimpedancein

the presenceof grazingflow usinga "waveguidemethod.''It This methodtook into

accounttheboundarylayerthicknessthroughthevelocityprofileof vgf.

Rice developeda theoreticalmodel for grazingflow,_2using the principles

employedin the impedancemodeloutlinedby HershandRogers(Hersh75model,see

Section2.1.3)4.Ricesolvesa simplifiedform of theNavier-Stokesequationsassuming

only a radialcomponentof velocityenteringthehole in a sphericalcoordinatesystem,

andincludedgrazingflow in hisanalysis.Theresultantgrazingflow partof themodel

was

I(M_=_ _ +,--_- (2-32)

Heidelberg, Rice and Homyak modified Eq. (2-45) to account for the effect of the grazing

flow boundary layer thickness (5) 13. Their model is given as
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3. New Theoretical Developments

There has been two major approaches to acoustic impedance modeling of

perforate plates presented in Chapter 2. In the first approach, perforated plates were

considered to be too thin for the orifices to be modeled as cylindrical ducts. Hersh and

Sivian use this approach, where the end effects and boundary layer are significant. The

second approach has been to model the perforate orifices as cylindrical ducts, an then to

correct for "end effects." Crandall and Kraft have implemented this approach.

Although both of these approaches have been used to develop acoustic impedance

models for perforates, the second approach has by far been more popular than the first.

To date, the Crandall model as presented by Melling is the most comprehensive and

complete impedance model study for perforated plates that I have found. This model

contains fewer approximations, relies less on empiricism, and includes more effects than

any of the other model studies. For this reason, the bias flow impedance models

developed in this chapter will model the perforate orifices as cylindrical ducts. Chapters 6

through 8 evaluate these models using experimental results. Appendix A shows the

development of a bias flow impedance model using the approach outlined by Hersh. This

model is not evaluated in this dissertation.

3.1 Perforate Bias Flow (PBF) Model

The momentum equation for a viscous fluid is

p[-_ + (_ • V)_] = -Vp + gV2-_ (3-1)

where the compressibility term 1_3gV(V ,, _) is assumed small and therefore is omitted

from Eq. (3-1). Note, that by making this approximation, density disturbances are

ignored. Let any fluid variable q be the sum of a mean flow qb and an acoustic component

qa, that is
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q(x,r,'_)=qb(x,r,'t)+ qa(x,r,z) (3-2)

Substituting Eq. (3-2) into (3-1) produces

(3-3)

where

r%=vv(x,r)_x

% = v.(x,r,x)_ X (3-4)

and simplifying yields

_ro " ]p/-_-+(v_•v)v_+(_b•v)v,+(_,•v)_ +(v,• v)v
= --Vpb - Vp_ + _V2"Vb + _l,V29a

(3-5)

This equation contains bias flow only, coupled bias flow/acoustic, and acoustic only

components. The bias flow only components should balance, leaving only coupled and

acoustic only components. Furthermore, assume that perforate holes can be modeled as

cylindrical ducts, and that only a velocity component in the x-direction along the length

of the perforate hole exists. This velocity component is assumed to vary in the x and

radial directions. So far, the above description pertains to the interior of the perforate

hole. To indicate this, the variables va and Vbwill be subscripted with vah and Vbh. Making

these approximations to Eq. (3-5) and letting V_hand vbh now represent the acoustic and

bias flow velocity in the x direction inside the perforate's hole produces

Rewriting Eq. (3-6) and grouping linear and nonlinear coupling terms yields
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"T-"(7+;T+  -' )+Ptvbh +Vah + oxj
'-..- .,_ ....,,"_ V J

Nonlinear &
Linear Terms

Coupling Terms

aPah (3-7)
ax

The right hand side of Eq. (3-7) can be written as

aX Ik OhX hinear C}X nonlinear )
(3-8)

Therefore the linear and nonlinear terms of Equation (3-7) balance their corresponding

counterparts respectively, in Eq. (3-8). By utilizing the definition of impedance, the linear

term of Eq. (3-8) can be rewritten in terms of the linear impedance by noting that

aX line.r = _linearpC--'_'--X
(3-9)

Substituting the above relationship in Eq. (3-7), assuming 0x=t, 0Pah=Pah, Pah=Pa, and

C)Vah=Vahproduces

-- _linearpCVah p(VbhVah) PV_h- -po (3-10)
2

Figure 3-1 depicts a control volume where the incident and hole variables are defined.
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Incident Field
Va, Vb, Sl

Perforate Hole

Yah, Vbh, Ss

Figure 3-1. Control volume for the incident and hole regions.

From continuity, the relationship between the incident and hole velocities for an

incompressible fluid is given by

V a ._. CDO"Vah

(3-11)
V b = CDO'Vbh

Inserting the relationships in Eq. (3-11) into Eq. (3-10) and multiplying by Va produces

P vbv 
CDc (CDO)2 2(CDO) 2 --pav. (3-12)

The following procedure was used by Melling to relate the acoustic particle velocity to

the rms velocity. Integrating both sides of Eq. (3-12) over the period yields

1 _,,.._pcv_dl:+l_ p vbv_d1:+ 1 _ plv_lv_ d= 1'=--fp.v.dz (3-13)
"_t CDO T J0(CDoY TJo 2(CDoY Tt

3 has been replaced by [valv _ in the third term to ensure that it remains positive.where va

This is done for the following reason. A harmonic solution of the form Cos(oy 0 is

inserted for va into Eq. (3-13) in every term except the third term. Rewriting the resulting

equation with the third term on the right hand side yields
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co. T o2(Cooy
(3-14)

The left hand side of Eq. (3-14) is a constant regardless of the sign of v_, yet the right

hand side is either positive or negative depending on the sign of v_ (remember that a

harmonic solution is assumed for va). This can be expressed mathematically as

A=C

and

A = -C

(3-15)

where A and C are constants. The solution to Eq. (3-15) can be A=C=0, which is the

trivial solution. Another solution is for the right hand side to be in absolute values.

Therefore, in order to eliminate the trivial solution and for the equality to hold regardless

of the sign of v,, v3, must be replaced by Iv.lug.Making this replacement into Eq. (3-13)

produces

{"_PCvL +--L-P v_v_ + i
c_ (co_

p 4 2,4_-v3 = _pcv_s
2(CDo) 2 3rt

(3-16)

Dividing both sides by pcvZ_ produces

_ = _,i,_.__._,+ 1 [2v b + 1.2v_] (3-17)
Ct,_ 2c(Co_) _

Melling notes that the pressure drop across a "sharp edge" orifice has been studied in

some detail 1. From these studies, a departure from the nonlinear term in Eq. (3-17) is

suggested. Making the corrections indicated by Melling to Eq. (3-17) yields
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__ _,i .... _' 1-_2 [2v b +l.2V_ms] (3-18)
cDa 2c(Coa)

The linear impedance (_linear) term is determined by solving Eq. (3-7) utilizing only the

linear terms. Writing that equation leaving only the linear term yields

OVah- U(O2Vah + I OVah 02V_h _ OPaI (3-19)

The linear impedance of the Crandall model (see Section 2.1.2) is the harmonic solution

02Va......._h
of Eq. (3-19) assuming that the term 0x 2 _ 0. This simplification effectively assumes

there are no acoustic waves traveling along the length of the duct, or the wavelength is

02

much greater than the perforate thickness since _ -- 0(k 2) << 1. To solve Eq. (3-19) a

harmonic solution of the following form is assumed:

(3 -20)

Inserting the above relations into Eq. (3-19) yields:

d2v 1 d0
_.+---+ (k_)_ =-_ (3-21)
dr 2 r dr g

where

k_ =---ira (3-22)
1)

q_- - constant (3-23)
dx
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Equation(3-21) is the inhomogeneousBesselequationof zeroorder.Assumingthe

pressuregradientin Eq.(3-23)to beconstant,thesolutionof thisequationis

-_--_[1 J°[k_r]]_¢(r)= _tk_ Jo[k_a]J (3-24)

where the no-slip condition at the tube wall, ¢¢(R) = 0, has been imposed. R is the radius

of the perforate hole. Averaging ¢_over the cross-sectional area produces the mean

velocity

R

(x') = "_RZ !v(r)(2rtr)dr

=---_ [1 2J' [ksR]gk_ ksRJ0[ksR ]

(3-25)

From Eq. (3-23) A13is:

(3-26)

where

dj (k,d]
(3-27)

Using the fact that the acoustic

radius produces:

impedance is _ = Al5
9c¢,

and the diameter is twice the
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Sivian showedthat the viscosity inside the perforate hole along a highly thermally

conductive wall was different from the absolute viscosity outside the hole 2. Sivian

determined that for air over a wide range of temperatures the relationship between It and

g'is:

It' = 2.179It (3-29)

Noting that the analysis for the impedance was done within the perforate's hole ks

becomes k_. Equation (3-28) is the first term of the Crandall model as shown in Section

2.1.2. Tijdeman has studied extensively the propagation of sound waves in cylindrical

tubes 3. He presents results of acoustic propagation in ducts under less restrictive

assumptions than what has been presented here. His analysis was not used for this study

because a simpler model would provide a good initial understanding of the dynamics of

the bias flow perforated plate. Furthermore, it was not known whether the approach of

modeling the perforate orifices as ducts would work, and therefore given the resource

constraints of this study a more complicated model was not warranted. Nevertheless,

Tijdeman analysis could be used in future work as a starting point for developing a more

comprehensive impedance model.

Melling also describes contributions by Sivian and Ingard for end effects to the

perforate hole, and Fok's contribution to interaction effects between holes. His analysis is

not going to be repeated here, but his results will be included. Therefore the Perforate

Bias Flow model is:

1
_=_

c(_C D

iox 8d
0-_2) [2v b +1.2v..,1

2c(_cD)_
(3-30)
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wheretheFokfunctiontg(o) isdefinedin Eq.(2-9).

Note thatthe PerforateBiasFlow modelis similarto theCrandall Impedance

model. The Crandall Impedance model can be "corrected" to become the Perforate Bias

Flow model by letting

v_ = 2v b + 1.2V_ms (3-31)

A problem arises when large enough negative bias flow rates would lead to

negative impedance values. A recent study has experimentally shown the effect of

negative bias flow rates of two degree-of-freedom liners. 4 The results of this suggest that

increasing negative bias flow rates do not necessarily lead to lower or negative

impedances. Consequently, Eq. (3-31) needs to be restricted to positive values. A

possible method to accomplish this is to square Eq. (3-31) and take its square root. Doing

this produces

v_ = 4(1.2v_y + (2VbY + 4.8V_sV b (3-32)

Thus the sign of Vb does affect the magnitude of impedance but cannot drive it negative.

Therefore, blowing produces a different impedance result than suction. Comparing Eq.

(3-32) to Premo's bias flow correction (Eq. (2-41)), it is noted that Premo's correction

lacks the acoustic-bias flow coupling term 4.8VrmsVb and therefore that model predicts the

same resistance whether bias flow is provided via blowing or suction.

a low and high frequency approximation. TheseEquation (3-30) has

approximations are valid if

< 1 > 10 (3-33)

respectively. The low and high frequency approximations of Eq. (3-30) are
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__ 32_t ]2vb+ ) (3-34)
+ i__ k (4t + 8d

c,,Cod2 2c(,,coY ,,cDt,3

_ 2.82 --'f_t 0-c:) ]2vb+ +2.82 t ,_o )(3-35)
= ) 1.2v._,[ +i( kt _ t 8

c_C_d 2c((3C D)2 _,_C D c_C dd 3rtW i

respectively. The PBF model runs into the problem that the Bessel functions in the linear

component of the impedance obscure its physical relationship to geometrical parameters

such as _, t, and d. The low and high frequency approximations to the PBF model do not

account for intermediate frequencies. Therefore, a single model that does not contain the

Bessel functions, and "works" for all frequencies is desirable. One such correction similar

to one done by Kraft, Yu, and Kwan, is5

_ 16aJt )-2.82 x/_ t 0- t_2) [2Vb+l.2v,,,[+i( kt + 2.82 -f'_t+ 8 dct_Cod 2 c(_C D d 2c(cCo) 2 aC o c_C o d 3n W'(O)

(3-36)

Equation (3-36) will be called the Perforate Bias Flow Intermediate Frequency model

(PBFIF) model. This is the model that will be evaluated against experiments. The exact

model presented in Eq. (3-30) would be more accurate than Eq. (3-36). Nevertheless,

during the evaluation process, using the PBFIF model provides better insight into the

reasons for the good or bad agreement between the model and experiments. Using the

PBFIF model also provides an extra degree of freedom for the experimental fit of this

model presented in Section 3.6.

3.3 Perforate Compressible Bias Flow (PCBF) Model

The models studied so far, had a key assumption. These models assumed

incompressible flow through the perforate holes. When bias flow is added, Mach
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numberswithin the perforateplate's hole can be substantial,and thereforefluid

compressibilitymustbetakenintoaccount.

Compressibilitycorrectionscanbeaddedto themodelsby allowingtheincident

field meandensityto bedifferentfromthatof theperforate'shole.Duringthederivation

of boththePBFmodelandthePBLBFmodeltheuseof acontrolvolumeapproachwas

employed.Thecontrolvolumewasusedto relatetheincidentfieldacousticandbiasflow

velocitiesto thatof theperforate'shole,respectively.Fromthecontinuityprinciple,the

incidentandholeflowvaluescanberelatedto eachother.Therefore,Eq.(3-11)becomes

V a = Ph OCDVah

P
(3-37)

where the mean hole density, p h needs to be determined.

To determine the incident and mean perforate hole density, isentropic conditions

can be employed. For an ideal gas assuming constant specific heat Cp, the first law of

thermodynamics can be written as 6

V 2

CpTo = cpT +-_- (3-38)

where To is the stagnation temperature. The speed of sound is given by

c2 = 3'RT (3-39)

Inserting Eq. (3-39) into Eq. (3-38) and rewriting in terms of the incident and hole

properties produces
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l[:lc +1(.¢_1)M2
(3-40)

For an isentropic fluid the following equation for a perfect gas can be written as 7

(3-41)

Inserting Eq. (3-41) into Eq. (3-40) and rearranging yields

I

Ph = [1+1(7_ 1)M 2
p_

L 2

(3-42)

The principle of continuity can be written as

S = CD Ph Vbh _ CD Ph Mhch (3-43)
Sh p v b p Mc

Substituting Eqs. (3-42) and (3-40) into Eq. (3-43) and assuming a circular jet produces

y+l

/
"_ =Co ; +._(7_ l)MEh]

(3 -44)

Mh is computed through iteration, and p_ is calculated from Eq. (3-42).

The compressible momentum equation with the simplifications given by Eqs. (3-

1) through (3-9) yields
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- _n,_phcv,h--Ph(VbhV,h)-- PhV;h= p, (3-45)
2

InsertingEq. (3-37)into theaboverelation,multiplyingby v, andintegratingoverthe

period,noting that va[ needsto beusedin the third term to preventit from being

negative,produces

_,= _1,=,_+ 1 P 12Vb+1.2v_.s[ (3-46)
CDO" 2C(CD(r) 2 Ph

Following a similar derivation as the one outlined in Section 3.1 produces

p (1-_) 12v_ 1.2v_ I+

Pit 2C(I_CD ) 2

(3 -47)

where

k'_ = (3-48)

k, = _- i-_, (3-49)

,.,/

Notice that the compressibility term /_h only appears in the nonlinear term of Eq. (3-

47). The corresponding low and high frequency approximations are

32'ut p (1--"_)12vb+l.2v_l+i__k(4t+ _ "/
_--c_CDd--------Z+ph2c(_CD)_ OCot,3 3_V(_)) (340)
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and

t
= 2.82__"wv

c(_Cdd
___. ,/-;, 8a)+ 0 (1-_=) 12vb+ 1.2V_mJ+ + 2.82 +

[3 h 2c((yC Dy _,oC D cr_Cd d 3n _;(_) J

(3-Sl)

respectively. An intermediate frequency model such as Eq. (3-36) is

16agt + 2.82"4t_t p (1-_2) 12vb+-- + 1.2v_._I
- c_Cod 2 c_C d d 9h 2c(_Co) 2

+i / kt +2.82-f'_t 8 d /

t_co c_c_d +3_V_-_))

(3-52)

Equation (3-52) will be called the Perforate Compressible Bias Flow Intermediate

Frequency (PCBFIF) model.

3.4 Grazing Flow Model

The following derivation uses some of the principles outlined by Rice s. It is

important to note that although the general assumptions in this development follow from

Rice, this model is more general and includes many more effects ignored by Rice.

Moreover, this model includes bias flow, which was not included by Rice. Figure 3-1

shows the geometry of the model for the grazing flow-bias flow perforate hole

interaction.
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Figure 3-1. Grazing flow bias flow perforate hole interaction.

The jet emanating due to the bias flow interacts with the grazing flow. In the model that

follows, the jet is treated as a rigid cone in the presence of grazing flow, The grazing flow

generates vortices as it hits the cone. These vortices shed at a frequency given by the

Strouhal number (St)9:

St = 01d(y)

Vg(y)
(3-53)

Here d(y) and Vg(y) are the diameter of the inviscid core, and the grazing flow velocity,

respectively at some distance along the y-axis. Vg(y) can be approximated by

Vg(y)= V_____y (3-54)
5

where Vg is the free field grazing flow velocity and 8 is the boundary layer thickness. The

acoustic pressure generated by the vortices at point A is given by

2 iort

p_ = c_,,,pvl (w)_ (3-5s)
2
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where W is the distance that the jet emanates from the perforate hole into the grazing

flow stream. To determine the radiated acoustic field, the convective wave equation is

used. The convective wave equation in spherical coordinates assuming only radial

variations is

tar 2v, +v, j (3-56)

The assumed solution to Eq. (3-56) is

A i(¢01-k,r)
p = --e (3-57)

r

To determine the dispersion relationship, Eq. (3-57) is inserted into Eq. (3-56). This

produces

(M_-l)k_r (i+2kM')k'+(k2r , r 2M_r, +i2k'M']=r2 ) 0 (3-58)

and Mr is the radial component of Mach number due to the bias flow. The roots of Eq. (3-

58) are solved with respect to k to find the wave number corrections. Since the bias flow

jet comes out with Mach number (My) in the y direction only, the radial component of

this velocity needs to be computed to get Mr. It can be shown from Fig. 3-2 that Mr is

related to My by

My_x_ +W 2
M r = (3-59)

W

where My is the bias flow Mach number leaving the perforate hole. My is given by
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(3-6o)

A

Perforate Hole

Figure 3-2. Geometry of Perforate Hole in Relation to the Acoustic Source.

Therefore, the radiated pressure field is

CD,__ropV2 (W_
PA(r)= g /Ze-i_ ,,

2r (3-61)

where e i_ has been omitted from Eq. (3-61) for clarity. At the perforate's hole surface, ris given by

r = W2_T'_'+x2

Therefore the pressure field at the perforate hole surface is

(3-62)

pa (x) = CD=aropVd (W)e_ik _
24W _ + Z

That distance W is due to the sum of the acoustic and bias

displacements and is given by

(3-63)

flow fluid particle
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W = va + Wb (3-64)
io_

whereWbisthejet displacementintothegrazingflowduetothebiasflow. Todetermine

Wbthefollowing analysis is made. The momentum and continuity equation for a circular

jet can be written as t°

_v _u _ __(x_V/v--+u --
_y 0x px_x_, _x) (3-65)

_V _U U

m + __ + _ = 0 (3-66)
_ _x x

respectively. Velocity components along the x and y-axis are denoted by u and v,

respectively. The y and x-axis are the lengthwise and radial components of the jet,

respectively. The boundary conditions are

bv
x=0: u=0; --=0

bx (3-67)

X=OO: v=O

The solution to Eqs. (3-65), (3-66), and (3-67) is II

3 K 1
v = (3-68)

8n vy 0 +0.25132) 2

u=o.25,_-_ _-o.25_
,n y 0+0.25[32) z

(3 -69)

where
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(3-70)

J
K = - (3-71)

P

Jis themomentumof thejet givenby

J = 2nplv2xdx (3-72)
0

For the case of the perforate orifice, the equation for J becomes

At x=0, 13=0, and v is

d/_2/ x,2 2

J = 2n O-'[[vb/rdr-
_d pv;

"or. CI ) 4G 2

(3-73)

0.09375d2v2 b
v = (3-74)

4_o2y

The distance the jet extends into the grazing flow stream is subjective. The fluid velocity

continually slows down due to the viscosity in the surrounding fluid, and therefore where

the jet is no longer affecting the grazing flow is debatable. Consequently, an assumption

is made that the jet affects the grazing flow stream as long as it retains 10% of its original

velocity. Inserting this assumption into Eq. (3-74) and simplifying yields

y = W b = 0.2344 dZv b (3-75)
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Equation(3-63)mustbespaceaveragedto getanapproximateimpedanceat the

holesurface.Thereforetheaverageacousticpressureatthesurfaceof theperforatedueto

grazingflow pgis

(3-76)

Thetotalacousticpressureatthesurfaceof theperforateptotisgivenby

Ptol = P_ + Pg (3-77)

where Ps is another acoustic pressure source term present in the system. The bias flow

impedance models presented previously give the acoustic particle velocity response.

Therefore

Ptot _ G0 + _cav (3-78)
pcva

where _p and _-_cav are the perforate bias flow impedance model and cavity impedance

respectively. To solve Eq. (3-78) the lef_ and right hand side of this equation must be

equal. Therefore, through an iterative method an appropriate va is found that makes both

sides of this equation equal.

3. 5 ZKTL and Transmission Matrix Theory

Jones and Parrott first presented the Zwikker-Kosten Transmission Line code

(ZKTL) in 1995.11 The idea of this code was to use transmission matrices to calculate

pressure and velocity at each section for a multi-element liner. The forward transmission

matrix through a dissipative channel has the following form 12
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um+, T22JLum] (3-79)

where

Tll = T22 = cosh(kFb)

T,2 = _ sinh(kFb)

T21 = _" sinh(kFb)

(3-80)

F and _ are the propagation constant and characteristic impedance, respectively, b is the

length of the element between m+l and m. In the ZKTL code, the Zwikker and Kosten

low frequency solution of the propagation constant for shear wave numbers below 120

and the Kirchhoff "wide-tube" solution for shear wave numbers greater than 120 are

used. The shear wave number is

s = - (3-81)
2

The Zwikker and Kosten propagation constant and characteristic impedance are

respectively

(3 -82)

_ =-i J°(ins)

F J2(iNs)

(3-83)

where
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3 -1

1 J2 i_os

 oli os/J

and y is the specific heat ratio. The Kirchoff "wide-tube " solutions of the propagation

constant and characteristic impedance for shear wave numbers greater than 120 are

(3-85)

i
_c = -- (3-86)

F

These transmission matrix elements were modified to account for the effect of the

wave number shift caused by bias flow, which will effect cavity reactance. The elements

in Eq. (3-80) become:

(3-87)

2. m iD+D-(.c_e_-b_o-o-b) _3-88_
2NF _,pc j

T_, - iYF(2[,P--_PClen,-b_e_rk.b) (3-89)

(3 -90)

where
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(3-91)

D+= 1+ (1+iF)Me (3-92)
D- = 1- (1+ iF)Me

b = Xm+I --Xm (3-93)

whereXm+landXmarethex distanceat locationsm+l andm, respectively.In this study

thesematricesmodelthecavity.Therefore,b is thelengthof thecavityL.

3. 6 Error Criteria

The method of least squares can be employed to establish the error criteria for the

model predictions. Let Ei and Pi be a set of experimental and predicted results,

respectively. Assume that the following relationship exists between Ei and Pi 13

Pi = SEi + ei (3-94)

where ei is the random error associated with experiment i and S is an arbitrary constant.

Minimizing the square of the errors yields the linear regression of Nestimate on E where

m

In
(3-95)
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and Nestimate=SEi. Note that this regression curve has been forced through zero. S

measures the ratio of predicted results to experimental results. If the ratio is equal to one

then the experimental values equal the predicted results. Therefore, the deviation of this

ratio from one is indicative of the least squares precision error between predictions and

experiments as seen from Fig. 3-3.

00
c-
O

mm

,4,,,,a
O

mB

"O
(D
K..

........... Sloae=l

,..., ....

Experiments

Figure 3-3. Sketch of least squares fit between predictions and experiments.

It is important to note that the least squares slope between predictions and

experiments is not the same as taking the mean of the predictions divided by experiments.

This is expressed in Eq. (3-96)

S _ _E___._, (3-96)
N

where N is the number of points in the Prediction-Experiment plane of Fig. 3-3. The

slope in the least squares sense is more sensitive than in the arithmetic sense, and

therefore errors are larger using least squares procedure. For example, a slope of 0.9 in

the least squares sense does not mean that on average the predictions are within 90% of

the experiments. On an average sense the predictions may be within say 95% of the

experiments.
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Another measure of error used is the mean difference between experimental and

predicted impedance results. To calculate the mean difference, the average predicted

impedance in the frequency range is subtracted from the experimental counterpart as

shown in Fig. 3-4. This difference is given in terms of pc difference, since the impedance

is normalized with respect to pc.

r-

"O

P

Experiment

..... i ................................
(Mean Impedance Difference)

Prediction

Frequency

Figure 3-4. Sketch of difference between prediction and experiment.

The correlation coefficient is indicative of whether the predictions and

experiments are following the same trend. This quantity is given by 14

C = i=l (3-97)

where, as before, E and P stand for experimental and predicted results, respectively. The

correlation coefficient goes from -1 to +1 if the data is negatively or positively

correlated, respectively. Note that for the correlation coefficient the regression curve has

not been constrained to pass through P=E=0. This was done to avoid confusion, since the

correlation coefficient is normally presented in the literature unconstrained.
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3. 7 Experimental Fit to Bias Flow Impedance Model

The impedance in the PBFIF model (Eq. (3-36)) can be written as

= alG I + a2G 2 + ... + anG. (3-98)

where ah a2 .... , a, have values of one. Gt, G2, ..., Gn are the nondimensional group in

that equation. For example in the PBFIF model G_ and G2 are

169t

G, - c(_CDd 2

4- t
G 2 = 2.82

c_C D d

(3-99)

To fit the model to the experiments an optimal set of a's is desired that minimizes the

error between experiments and predictions. To this end an optimization procedure was

developed and implemented. The optimization procedure was a constrained minimization

routine that minimized an objective error function based on the slope error criterion 15.

Therefore, the setup for the optimization procedure was the following

min imize _ Objective Function = abs(1 -Slope)

subject to (constraint s) :

O_a_3

0_a2_3

0_a3_3

(3-100)

where abs stands for absolute value and Slope is the slope error criterion described in

Section 3.6. The optimal set of ai only varied at through a3. This was done since bias flow

only affects the resistance in the models developed in this chapter. This optimization
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routinewas usedfor the PBFIF modelandthe correspondingresultsare shownin

Chapter8. Thefit wasperformedusingthe5, 10and 15%POAsamplesandall flow

ratesexceptthehighestincidentbiasflow rate(600cm/s).Otherfitting methodswere

triedunsuccessfullyandareaddressedinAppendixC.

Theultimategoalof theseimpedancemodelsis to beusedto designamaximum

absorptiveliner.AppendixD addressesthisultimategoal.
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4. Experiments

Several perforate liner samples were tested using the NASA Langley Normal

Impedance Tube (NIT) for the purposes of evaluating the acoustic impedance models

discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. These samples were also tested in a raylometer for the

purpose of determining the discharge coefficient associated with the perforate. Acoustic

impedance was measured for the samples with and without bias flow for a frequency

range of 1000 to 3000 Hz and sound pressure level (SPL) of 120 to 140 dB. After the

completion of the tests, repeatability studies were performed to assess the validity of the

experimental database.

The normal incidence tests were performed utilizing the Non-Switching Two-

Microphone Method (NS-TMM) I. This method was preferred due to the higher speed of

data collection it offered over the Switching Two-microphone Method (S-TMM).

Although the NS-TMM method is an established method for measuring acoustic

impedance, the NIT facility utilized the S-TMM method rather than the NS-TMM

method to determine acoustic impedance. Consequently, the NS-TMM method had to be

implemented.

In order to add bias flow to the liners, several experimental setup changes were

required. These included the addition of a plenum chamber, the replacing of the hard

backing plate with a high resistive mesh material, and the addition of a muffler at the end

of the bias flow tube configuration. These and other issues involved in the testing of

perforates in the presence of bias flow will be discussed in this chapter.

4.1 Experimental Setup

The NASA Langley Normal Incidence Tube (NIT) was used to make impedance

measurements of lumped-element single-degree-of-freedom liners with bias flow (see

Figures 4-1 and 4-2). Six acoustic drivers generate an acoustic plane-wave pressure field

which, upon reflection from the perforate sample, sets up a standing wave along the axis

of the 5.08-cm square tube. The perforate facesheet sample is placed at the end of the
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tubeandbackedwitha short5.08-cmsquarecavity.Thiscavityis terminatedwith ahigh

resistancefibermetalsheetdesignedto allowmeanflow to passthroughwhilereflecting

almostall the acousticsignal.Threemicrophonesareusedin thetestprocedure.The

microphonenearestthespecimenis stationary,andisusedto measurethesoundpressure

levelnearthesurfaceof the specimen.Two othermicrophonesmeasurethefrequency

dependenttransfer functions (acousticpressuremagnitudeand phasedifferences)

betweentheir respectivelocations.This informationis equivalentto determiningthe

standingwavepatternin the tube.Sincethe acousticwavepatternsare relatedto the

surfaceimpedanceof the perforate-cavitysystem(testspecimen),this impedancecan
thenbedetermined.2'3

Figure4-1.Sketchdescriptionof NormalImpedanceTubewithbiasflow,onedegreeof

freedomliner installed.
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Figure 4-2. Picture of Normal Incident Tube.

The surface impedance of the specimen is given by

I+R
_- -O+iz (4-1)

1-R

where R is the complex reflection coefficient,

R = Pr (4-2)
Pi

and 0 and Z are the normalized resistance and reactance, respectively.

A signal generator is used to generate discrete frequency signals that are input to

the power amplifiers. The amplified signals are then input to the acoustic drivers. Signals
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from themicrophonesaresampledandaveragedusinganFFT analyzerandthedatais

storedonthecomputer.

Positivebiasflow (blowing)is introducedthroughthe2.54-cmdiameterinlet tee,

shownin Figs.4-3 and,4-4 into a 5.08-cmsquareplenumchamber.The flow then

continuesthrougha high resistance(at least10pc) fibermetalsheetinto the cavity

sectionandthroughthe perforatesample.The flow is exhaustedthroughthemuffler

depictedin Figs.4-1and4-2.A referencesamplewastestedin theNIT beforeandafter

the muffler was installed.Resultsshowedthe mufflerhadno effecton the measured

impedance.

To adequatelymeasureandcontrolthebiasflow velocityin eachsection,four

pressureportswereinstalledalongthesidesof eachductsectionbeforeandaftereach

majorpressuredropin thebiasflow liner.To measurethevelocitythrougheachsection,

masscontinuityandtheidealgasequationareused:

pkVkAk = pk+lVk+lAk+l

Pk _'_
RT

(4-3)

Here the index k indicates the section number (see Figure 2) and p, V, P, R, and T

are the density, velocity, absolute pressure, ideal gas constant, and temperature,

respectively. The mass flow is measured with a laminar flow meter upstream of the inlet

tee. Using Eq. (4-3), the velocity is calculated in each section.
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Figure 4-3. Sketch Description of bias flow one degree of freedom liner.

Figure 4-4. Picture of bias flow double degree of freedom liner.
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Contamination of the intrinsic perforate impedance by a "shunt impedance" due

to plate vibration is a recurrent problem in measurements of this type 4. For this study,

shunt impedance effects were clearly evident for some of the perforate samples.

Consequently, special precautions were taken to inhibit this contamination. The measured

impedance is always a combination of the plate mechanical impedance and the liner

acoustic impedance, which can be modeled as parallel, lumped impedances. For most

cases, the plate mechanical impedance is high enough, relative to the liner acoustic

impedance, to cause minimal contamination. Near the plate mechanical resonance,

however, it becomes a significant factor; i.e., in the range of the perforate impedance.

Near the resonant frequency of the plate, the impedance is transitioning from a

stiffness-dominant to a mass-dominant system. Therefore, to counter resonance behavior

exhibited in the acoustic impedance measurements, the effective plate stiffness was

increased. This was achieved by the addition of a post support mechanism. Figure 4-5

shows a comparison of the acoustic impedance spectra for a single perforate sample when

it is mounted with or without the post support mechanism. The unsupported plate (no

post support) spectra shows the resonance frequency behavior, with a drop in impedance

above the resonance frequency. The addition of the post support eliminates the structural

resonances of the plate (perforated sheet sample) below 3kHz; thus, the resultant spectra

is uncontaminated by plate resonance behavior in the current frequency range of interest.

In typical aircraft applications, this desired stiffness is achieved by permanently

bonding a cellular honeycomb to the perforate sample. However, the honeycomb walls

and the bonding agent cause perforate hole blockage. Since the purpose of this study was

to study the effects of bias flow on the perforate, this blockage was unacceptable. Also,

keeping the perforated plates unbonded allowed simple interchange of test materials. In

contrast, the post blocked no more than one hole and it accounted for only 1.25% of the

total cross-sectional area of the cavity.

Figures 4-3 and 4-4 show the post support mechanism. The post was centered

through the fibermetal termination face into the cavity until it pushed against the

perforate sample. A thin nut was installed on one side of the fibermetal to secure the

fibermetal firmly.
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Figure 4-5. Example of structural resonance affecting liner impedance.

4.2 Repeatability and Error Estimation

To ensure data quality, Perforates 52-54 and 62 were used to conduct repeatability

tests. These samples were each tested four times over the frequency range of 1300 to

2200 Hz (100 Hz increments) for SPL's of 100, 120 and 140 dB. These four perforates

were used to represent the repeatability error for the full range of percent open areas

being tested, with no bias flow. Thus, while providing helpful information regarding the
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NS-TMM method,theseresultsdonotofferproofof thequalityof theresultsacquired

withbiasflow.

For anindividualsampleat a fixedSPL,themeanacousticresistance(similarly,

for acousticreactance)wascomputedfrom four measurementsat eachfrequency.The

percentagedeviations(PD's) from themeanwerethencomputedfor eachof thefour

measurements.Thus,for tenfrequenciesat fourmeasurementsper frequency,this gave

40 PD's.These 40 values of PD's were used to compute a global standard deviation for

the selected sample and SPL, using

(4-4)

where x_ is the individual PD and N---40. Since the focus of this analysis was to quantify

the repeatability (random) error, 2 was set to zero; i.e., the systematic error was ignored.

The total error from the mean (% of data lying within 95% of the mean), which is +2s, is

provided in Table 4-1 for each sample and SPL.

A comparison of the Gaussian probability distribution with the measurement data

(PD's discussed above) is shown in Fig. 4-6. 5 This figure shows the percentage of data

lying below a certain mean for both the ideal Gaussian distribution and the measured

data. Clearly, the distribution is "near" Gaussian in nature; thus, computing the

repeatability error using the Gaussian mean and standard deviation should be sufficient

for characterization of this data. Figure 4-6 also shows that 95% of the data is within

+7.25% of the mean.

Table 4-1 provides repeatability data for all of the samples, at each of the three

SPL's tested. All twenty-four data sets show similar evidence of "near" Gaussian

distributions of data. The measured data are shown to be off the mean value by a

maximum of 7%. It should be noted that only 32 averages are sampled by the FFT

analyzer for each microphone signal. In order to reduce data uncertainty, the number of

averages could be increased. Regardless, with the data given in Table 4-1, it is reasonable

to assume that overall measurement error is at most +7%.
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Figure 4-6. Comparison of ideal Gaussian distribution and data distribution (SPL of

100dB, 5 POA).

Table 4-1. Data acquisition repeatability percent error

+6% _+7% +1%

1,5%POA_
+4% +4%

+6% +7% +1% +5% +3%

i +5% +5% +1% +3% +6%
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4.3 Sample Description

Each perforate was specially fabricated for this set of experiments. The samples

are 6.35-cm square perforated plates, with rounded comers to conform to the NIT sample

holder. The perforate's orifices were created by the punched method. The geometric

parameters (plate thickness, hole diameter, and percent open area), as depicted in Figure

4, were varied for these plates over the respective ranges of

0.24 mm < d < 1.48 mm

0.51 mm<t< 1.02 mm

0.9% < POA < 16.5%

Table 4-2 gives the target and measured dimensions for the perforate liner

samples. The target dimensions were chosen such that only one perforate dimension was

varied at a time. Due to fabrication inconsistencies, the measured dimensions are slightly

different from the desired values. The numbers quoted in the table represent an average

of several measurements, with standard deviations being within +2% of the means for

each measured set. The ranges of perforate dimensions were chosen to encompass what is

typically seen in current aircraft engine liners. Several groups of 5-15 POA perforates

with constant plate thickness and hole diameter were selected. One group of 1-5 POA

perforates was also selected.

A microscope was used to measure the individual hole diameters. Thirty holes

were examined for the initial perforate. An analysis of those results concluded that only

ten holes needed to be measured for successive samples. Perforate sheet thickness was

measured using a micrometer, and the POA was determined by multiplying the number

of holes in the perforate by the cross-sectional area per hole, then dividing by the total

area of the sheet (5.08-cm square) exposed to the acoustic field in the NIT. As shown in

the table, the fabrication process was better for the 5-15 POA perforates than for the 1-5

POA perforates.
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Figure 4-7. Geometric parameters of liner samples.

Table 4-2. Target and measured dimensions for fabricated perforated sheets.

Sample

Number

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

Target

(in)

0.024

0.024

0.024

0.035

!0.035

0.035

0.040

0.040

0.040

0.024

0.024

0.024

0.040

0.040

0.040

Hole Diameter Sheet Thickness

Target Measured Target Target Measured

(mm) (mm) (in) (mm) (mm)

0.610 0.644 0.025 0.635 0.635

0.610 0.625 0.025 0.635 0.660

0.610 0.599 0.025 0.635 0.686

0.889 0.922 0.025 0.635

0.889 0.917 0.025 0.635

0.889 0.909 0.025 0.635

1.016 1.039 0.025 0.635

1.016 1.030 0.025 0.635

1.016 1.029 0.025 0.635 0.635

0.610 0.658 0.040 1.016 0.991

0.610 0.637 0.040 1.016 0.965

0.610 0.639 0.040 1.016 1.016

1.016 1.052 0.040 1.016 0.965

1.016 1.037 0.040 1.016

1.016 1.047 0.040 1.016

POA

Target

5%

10%

15%

Measured

5.7%

10.5%

14.5%

0.635 5% 5.4%

0.635 10% 10.7%

0.610 15% 15.6%

0.635 5% 5.3%

0.635 10.2%10%

15%

5%

10%

15%

5%

15.5%

5.9%

10.9%

16.5%

5.4%

1.016 10% '10.3%

0.965 15% 16.0%
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58 0.055 1.397 1.481 0.040 1.016 0.991

59 0.055 11.3971.466 0.040 1.016 1.016
60 0.055 il.397 1.464 0.040 1.016 1.016

61 0.010 0.254 0.240 0.018 0.457 0.533

!62 0.010 0.254 0.262 0.018 0.457 0.508

63 0.010 0.254 0.262 0.018 0.457 0.508

64 0.010 0.254 0.291 0.018 0.457 0.508

65 0.010 0.254 0.281 0.018 0.457 0.508

5% 5.7%

10% 1i.0%

15% 16.6%

1% 0.9%

2% 2.2%

3% 3.1%

4% 5.2°/;

5% 6.1%

4. 4 Non-Switching Two-Microphone Method

The NIT facility has traditionally utilized a switching two-microphone method 6

(S-TMM) that involves acquiring transfer function data between two microphone

locations. The transfer functions between the two microphones are measured before and

after the microphone positions are very accurately swapped by the usage of a rotating

microphone plug. Appropriate averaging of the two readings eliminates the effects of any

magnitude and phase differences between the two microphones. When this method is

used with a discrete frequency source, the microphones must be swapped for each source

frequency. While this eliminates the need for a separate calibration procedure, it is

inefficient for the testing of a large number of test specimens. Thus, a modified version of

the standard Two-Microphone Method 6'7, which does not require microphone switching

during the test process, was used to significantly shorten the acquisition duration. This

technique will be referred to as the Non-Switching Two-Microphone Method (NS-

TMM).
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Figure 4-8. Magnitude and phase calibration constants for the non-switching method

measured over a period several days to one month apart.

Proper implementation of the NS-TMM method requires accurate amplitude and

phase calibration, for each microphone, across the entire frequency range of interest. To

accomplish this, the plug containing two measurement microphones was rotated such that

the microphones were positioned in a plane perpendicular to the duct axis. For

frequencies below cut-on for the first higher order mode, measured amplitude or phase

differences between the microphones are due to inherent differences between the

microphones and signal conditioning. To account for these differences, the averaging

process of the S-TMM method was used to acquire calibration constants at each

frequency. These calibration constants were then used in the NS-TMM impedance

determination method.
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Figure 4-8 depicts the variability of the calibrations over an extended period of

time. The magnitude calibration constants vary little from day to day, but over the course

of the test there was a variability of approximately 0.I dB. The phase calibration

constants have somewhat more variability (approximately 0.3 degrees). Thus, for

improved quality, calibration constants were acquired daily for the experimental database

presented here.

Figure 4-9 shows a comparison of results acquired with the NS-TMM and S-

TMM methods for a typical perforate liner. The results are almost identical. In fact,

repeatability tests to be discussed later demonstrate more variability than shown here.

Thus, the NS-TMM was determined to be acceptable for the current tests.
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Figure 4-9. Sample impedance data comparing NS-TMM and S-TMM.
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4. 5 High Resistance Fibermetal

For the purposes of this study, it was important to design the experiment such that

the bias flow effect on perforate samples could be analyzed with locally-reacting acoustic

liner models. To achieve this, one of the key elements of the bias flow liner is the

termination at the back of the cavity. For passive liners, the termination face for the

acoustic wave in the cavity is a highly reflective surface. To add bias flow, this

termination must be permeable while maintaining high refiectivity. A high resistance

fibermetal was chosen to achieve this condition. Fibermetal is a dense mesh of metallic

strands pressed and bonded together.

Premo 2 also used this approach, specifically applying a backing sheet with a

nominal flow resistance of 190 cgs Rayls at 105 cm/s. There was no mention of whether

this value was verified; however, his results showed 0.3pc resistance difference from the

hardwall measurement, which indicated the backing layer resistance, was not large

enough to adequately simulate a hardwall.

Four different methods were used to evaluate the high resistance flbermetal sheet

used in this experiment. In most acoustic liner models, the flow resistance (sometimes

referred to as the direct current, or DC, flow resistance) is assumed to be equal to the

acoustic resistance at low frequencies. As described below, the first three methods

determine the acoustic resistance using complex acoustic pressure measurements in the

normal incidence impedance tube. Of these, the first is an indirect method, which requires

that the acoustic resistance be educed from measurements of multiple configurations. The

other two methods allow the acoustic resistance to be determined directly. The last

method uses a raylometer to measure the flow resistance. Appendix E contains a

description of the methods.

The measured flow resistance of the fibermetal using the raylometer was 1200 cgs

Rayls at 105 crn/s. This is much larger than the manufacturer's quoted value of 550 cgs

Rayls. It is also substantially larger than 190 cgs Rayls, which was the flow resistance of

the material used by Premo in a similar test.

The acoustic impedance measurements of the fibermetal consistently showed the

acoustic resistance to be around 20 pc. Thus, it was expected to provide sufficiently high

acoustic reflection to simulate a rigid termination. Figure 4-10 shows the acoustic
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resistancemeasuredfor a selectedsampleliner (Sample43) with the high resistance

fibermetal terminationversus that measuredwith a hardwall (highly reflecting)

termination.Thehighresistancefibermetalterminationcausestheacousticresistanceto

beslightlyhigherinmagnitude(-0.05pc) thanthatwith thehardwalltermination.Thisis

significantlylower than the 0.3 pc errorobservedby Premo.The measuredacoustic

reactance(notshown)of thesamplelinerwasunchangedfor eachtypeof termination.
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Figure 4-10. Measured difference between the hardwall termination and the high

resistance fibermetal termination.

4. 6 CD determination

One parameter that plays an important role in all of the prediction models is the

discharge coefficient, CD. The discharge coefficient is defined as the product of the

coefficient of contraction and the coefficient of velocity. The coefficient of contraction is
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theratioof theareaof the vena contracta to the orifice area. The coefficient of velocity is

the ratio of the ideal to the actual velocity of the vena contracta. The vena contracta is the

minimum flow area of a jet formed by contraction of the streamlines at the point where

streamlines become parallel.

The discharge coefficient can be determined by measurements of the flow

resistance of a perforate sample compared with the flow velocity through it. The main

device for measuring flow resistance vs. velocity is a raylometer (See Fig. 4-11). The

pressure change caused by the sample is measured and plotted vs. the measured flow rate.

Figure 4-11. Picture of FITF Raylometer.
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To determinethe bestdischargecoefficientthat fits the raylometerdataa least

squareserrorminimizationcanbeapplied.Thisleastsquaresminimizationis betweenthe

resistancemeasurementsandtheparticularmodel.LetYiandvi bea setof resistanceand

velocityvaluesmeasuredbytheraylometerdenotedbythesubscripti. Furthermore, let q)i

be our predicted resistance model at the same point. The GE resistance model (Eq. (2-1))

without grazing flow in cgs units becomes

p 3.2gt

¢i = vi 2000G2C_ + Gd2Co (4-5)

where g, p, G, and CD, are the viscosity, density, percent open area, and discharge

coefficient, respectfully. Equation (4-5) can be rewritten in the following form

C 2 C I

_i = Vi _ + -- (4-6)
CD CD

where c, and c2 are defined as

el _N

C2 _.m

3.2gt

_d 2

P

2000G 2

(4-7)

The square of the errors in resistance between the GE model and each measured

resistance ei is

e_ : (y, -,_ )2 (4-8)

The sum of all these errors is given by
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 [/c2Zei = Z(Yi -_i) 2: Yi- vi _y+
i i C D C D )]

(4-9)

In order to find the discharge coefficient that minimizes these errors, the derivative with

respect to CD in Eq. (4-9) must be set to zero which produces

dC D
)(CDy_--C_CD --C2V_) =0 (4-10)= _?_ 2(CjCD + 2CDV i 2

Rearranging Eq. (4-20) yields

2c,(,_yi_C3+2/2c2/i_viyi/-c_)C_-6clc2/i_vi)C o 4 2(x" z- c2_+v i/=0 (4-11)

Solving for the roots of this equation and making sure the second derivative of Eq. (4-I 0)

is positive, produces the optimal value of the discharge coefficient that will satisfy the

GE model for a set of experimental raylometer results.

The GE model in Eq. (4-5) is a good approximation if the density within the holes

does not change very much. A more refined approximation takes into account the density

changes due to pressure and temperature. For dry air assuming an ideal gas the density is

related to the pressure and temperature through the following relationship 8

9 = 24.0213 b (4-12)
T

where 9, b, and T are the density, pressure and absolute temperature respectively. The

units of 9, b, and T are kilograms per cubic meter, psi, and Kelvins respectively. If Pascal

instead of psi units for the pressure is used, then Eq. (4-12) becomes
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p = 0.003484 b (4-13)
T

Inserting Eq. (4-12) into Eq. (4-5) produces

24.0213b_ 3.2gt

(_i= Vi 2000TG2C 2 t-_GdZCD (4-14)

where the fluid (air) is assumed to have constant temperature. Equation (4-14) can be

rewritten as

C 2 C 1
_i = vibi -L'7-+n (4-15)

CD CD

where cl and c2 now are given by

24.0213

c2 = 2000TG2

(4-16)

Assuming the error ei to be Eq. (4-8) and following the same optimization procedure

outlined in Eqs. (4-9) through (4-11) yields the root equation

2c'( i_Yi )_) + 2(2c2( i,_biviyi 3- c_ _2D -- 6C'C2( i_bivi )CD -- 4C22(i_b_v_ )= 0 (4-17)

Solving for the roots of this equation and making sure the second derivative of the

equivalent of Eq. (4-10) is positive, produces the optimal value of the discharge

coefficient that will satisfy the GE model for a set of experimental raylometer results

assuming varying density.
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5. No Bias Flow Models Impedance Results

Figure 5-1 shows the experimental vs. the PBFIF (GE-Rohr) model impedance

results for a representative sample with no flow. When there is no flow, the GE-Rohr

model and the PBFIF model are the same model. The numerical results approach the

experimental results as the sound pressure level is increased in both the resistance and

reactance. The mean slope and correlation error criteria for both the resistance and

reactance show continuous improvements as the sound pressure level is increased (see

Figs. 5-2 and 5-3). This indicates that the nonlinear term in the PBFIF model, which is

associated with the acoustic particle velocity, better models the experiments than the

linear component of this model.
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Figure 5-1. Experimental impedance vs. PBFIF (GE-Rohr) model numerical predictions

for a sample with POA--5.9.
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Figure 5-3. PBFIF model reactance error criteria for POA=5.

For the resistance (see Fig. 5-2), the mean slope error criteria starts at about 0.8

and increases to nearly one with increasing SPL. The mean correlation starts at nearly

zero at 120 dB and continually increases up to about 0.85 at 140 dB. The spread of the

slope error criteria with respect to the various t/d's increases from nearly zero at 120 dB

to within 15% at 140 dB. For the reactance (see Fig. 5-3), the mean slope error criteria

stays relatively constant at about 0.7 for all SPLs and the spread with respect to t/d is

about 5%. The correlation is nearly equal to one for all SPLs with no spread in the data

with respect to t/d.
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Figure 5-4. Experimental vs. GE model numerical impedance predictions for a sample
with POA=5.92.

Figure 5-4 shows the experimental vs. the GE model impedance results for a

representative sample with no flow. Both the GE and PBFIF model numerical results

approach the experimental results as the sound pressure level is increased in both the

resistance and reactance. For the resistance (see Fig. 5-5), the mean slope and correlation

error criteria for both the resistance and reactance show continuous improvements as the

sound pressure level is increased. The slope error criterion starts at about 0.6 for 120 dB

and increases to about 0.8 at 140 dB. Comparing this result to that of the PBFIF model,

indicates that the PBFIF model is about 20% better at predicting the experimental results

with a mean slope error criteria of about 1 for the PBFIF model vs. 0.8 for the GE model

at the higher SPL's.
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Figure 5-5. GE model resistance error criteria for POA=5.

The reactance for the GE model numerical impedance predictions (see Fig. 5-6)

fares better than the PBFIF model with a slope error criteria of nearly 1 vs. 0.7 for all

SPLs. It is important to note that for both the GE and PBFIF models the reactance

prediction is the sum of the perforate and cavity reactance. Consequently, since the cavity

reactance is much larger in magnitude than that of the perforate, the reactance prediction

is in large part due to the ability of the transmission matrices in ZKTL to model the

cavity.
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Figure 5-6. GE model reactance error criteria for POA=5.

The next couple of figures are impedance contour plots of t/d vs. frequency at

various percent open areas. It is important to note that each t/d point in the t/d-frequency

plane is a sample. Each of these samples had specified geometrical parameters such as

percent open area. Nevertheless, each of these geometrical parameters varied because the

specified and actual geometrical parameters were not the same. Besides percent open area

the, Co also varies from sample to sample because a single Co is calculated for each

sample and these values are given in Appendix G. Therefore it is important to recognize

that as t/d increases other geometrical parameters also vary, because of manufacturing

tolerances.

Another word of caution, realize that t/d is the part of the second nondimensional

group in the PBFIF model (see Section 3. I). These contour plots are provided to evaluate

how the experimental and model impedance trends against this nondimensional group. It

is important to realize that these groups in the model are not independent of each other.
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For example, in the PBFIF model varying t/d affect groups one, two, four, and five (see

Section 3.1). For more information on this topic see Appendix B.

Figure 5-7 is the impedance contour plot of t/d vs. frequency at 10% percent open

area with no bias flow for the experiment. This figure shows how changes in t/d and

sound pressure level, respectively affect the impedance. At low sound pressure levels

changes in the resistance seem to be dominated more by changes in t/d rather than

frequency, except at the high end of the frequency range. As the sound pressure is

increased the opposite effect occurs. The resistance is now more affected by changes in

frequency than t/d.

These effects were expected. At low sound pressure levels the impedance is

dominated by the linear component of the resistance, which is a function of t/d. As the

sound pressure level rises, the impedance becomes dominated by the nonlinear

component of the resistance. Since the acoustic particle velocity is a function of

frequency, the resistance becomes more dependent on frequency changes.

This figure also shows two distinctive regions of high resistance, at around 1400

and 3000 Hz, as sound pressure level is increased. The reactance for all three sound

pressure levels is increasing as a function of frequency, yet it is relatively constant as a

function of t/d. This effect is due to the cavity reactance, whose resonance and anti-

resonance occur at 2000 and 4000 Hz, respectively.

Figure 5-8 is the GE model impedance contour plot of t/d vs. frequency at 10%

percent open area with no bias flow. This model tends to predict similar iso-resistance

shapes when compared to the experimental results for the lower frequency range. It also

under-predicts the magnitude of the resistance for the entire frequency range, but the

problem seems to be worse at the higher end of the frequency range. As the sound

pressure level is increased, this trend seems to stay fairly constant.

For middle and higher frequency ranges, the impedance is not predicted well. The

model simply predicts a low resistance value through the entire region independent of

frequency or t./d. The reactance, in contrast, is predicted fairly well for the entire

frequency range.
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Figure 5-7. Experimental impedance contour plot.
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These results were expected, since the resistance in the GE model was derived

assuming DC or Poiseuille flow (zero frequency) through the perforate. Therefore, it is

expected that the GE model would approximate the experimental results well in the lower

frequency range. The higher frequency effects in the perforate's holes, which are ignored

in the GE model, are lost, and consequently produce a low predicted resistance value

throughout the middle and higher spectral ranges.

Figure 5-9 is the PBFIF (GE-Rohr) model impedance contour plot of t/d vs.

frequency at 10% percent open area with no bias flow. The resistance predicted in this

model approximates fairly well the experimental results for the low and middle

frequencies for this range of t/d. This model tends to predict better the magnitude of the

resistance especially at the higher frequency range than the GE model.

The reactance in the PBFIF model is in better agreement than the GE model. The

PBFIF and experimental reactances are higher than that predicted by the GE model. This

result was anticipated, as discussed in section 2.1.2, due to the effect of viscosity in the

mass reactance.
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6. Incompressible Bias Flow Model Impedance Results

MH is the effective Mach number (incompressible flow) at the perforate hole. It is

defined as

MH = Va" + 2Vbh (6-1)
2C

This Mach number equation is extracted from the PBFIF model's nonlinear term (Eq. (3-

36)). The problem with using this equation is that the actual vah is unknown as far as the

impedance models are concerned. In fact that is what the impedance models are trying to

find. The experimental vah could be acquired from the experimental results and an

assumed relationship between the incident and perforate hole acoustic particle velocities.

Although this method would be the most accurate, a simplified approach suffices for this

study.

It is of interest determine what level of bias flow is required such that changes in

MH due to SPL changes do not affect the overall acoustic impedance. Consequently, for a

plane wave, the relationship between the acoustic particle velocity and pressure can be

used to determine an approximate magnitude of Vah. Therefore, the relationship between

the acoustic particle velocity and the SPL is

SPL/ r--

iv,i= Prcfl0 /2°_2

pc
(6-2)

Using the continuity principle for an incompressible fluid to relate the incident velocity

and the hole velocity yields

IM.[- 2c¢ C L pc
(6-3)
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where[MH[isusedto indicatethemagnitudeof the Mach number in the perforate.

The error criteria used for the resistance, was the slope and difference criterion,

respectively. The correlation criterion was not used for the resistance, since resistance

results showed little variation with respect to frequency. Remember that the correlation

measures the percent change (variability) in the experiments that can be explained by the

numerical results. Consequently, due to the small scale of variations, the correlation

results will be of little use. The reactance, on the other hand, does have significant

variation with respect to frequency, and therefore the correlation is meaningful.

The discharge coefficient used for the model predictions was measured using a

raylometer and the values are provided in Appendix G using the procedure outlined in

Section 4.6. A discussion on the appropriateness of this procedure for determining Co

and a sensitivity analysis is provided in Appendix F. Sample prediction results of the

PBFIF model is presented in this chapter. For a complete database of including all the

sample results see Appendix H.

Figure 6-1 shows a sample experimental and PBFIF model impedance at 130 dB

and 5.9% POA for various bias flow velocities. The figure shows increasing resistance

with increasing bias flow rates. The resistance seems to stay constant with frequency

except for the high bias flow rates, where it tends to decrease with increasing frequency.

The reactance increases with frequency due to the cavity reactance. The experimental

reactance tends to decrease as bias flow is increased. The model was not able to account

for this effect.

Figure 6-2 shows the slope and difference error criteria for the resistance for

various t/d samples. The flow rates are given in cm/s and Mu (Hole Mach Number) for

the NIT and hole velocities, respectively, on the x-axis. The slope error criterion shows a

mean slope starting at one for no flow then decreasing to 0.7 and increasing back to 0.9

as flow rate is increased. Therefore, the resistance numerical and experimental results are

staying within 30% of each other in a least squares sense.

The mean difference starts at nearly zero and increases to about one and decreases

slightly after that. The maximum difference is about 2.5pc occurring at around 300 cm/s

for t/d=0.689. These errors are significant; the model's performance leaves a lot to be

desired for this percent open area case.
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Themodelunderpredictstheresistancesfor all biasflow rates.At the higher flow

rates the slope error improves because the experimental resistm decreases with

increasing frequency at these flow rates (see Fig. 6-1). Since the model underpredicts the

resistance, the decrease with frequency places the experimental resistance closer to the

model results, and therefore decreases the measured slope error.
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Figure 6-1. Experimental impedance and PBFIF model numerical predictions for a

sample with POA=5.9.

Figure 6-3 shows the slope and correlation error criteria for the reactance of the

same t/d samples. The mean reactance slope starts at 0.7, goes to 1.1, and then decreases

to negative values as bias flow is increased. The mean correlation on the other hand stays

close to one at the lower bias flow rates and then sharply decreases to 0.65.

Note that there is significant scatter in Figs. 6-2 and 6-3 for the various t/d

samples. This scatter is low at no flow, but significant for nearly all the flow rates. This
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resultindicatesthatthereis somesortof interactionbetweent/dandbiasflow velocities

notaccountedfor bythePBFIFmodel.

JingandSun]provide possible explanations for the scatter in error associated with

various t/ds, and the impedance values at higher bias flow rates. They developed a model

that accounted for bias flow.
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Figure 6-2. PBFIF model resistance error criteria for POA=5.

Jing and Sun I developed a boundary element bias flow model from Euler's

Equation, where the Kutta condition was applied to generate unsteady vortices due to the

bias flow. Their model showed that different t/d and hole Mach numbers had a significant

impact in the resistance and reactance. Their model successfully predicted a decrease in

reactance as bias flow was increased. Since the PBFIF model does not take into account

vortex creation in the perforate's holes, it fails to predict the decrease in reactance, as

well as some of the interaction between hole Mach number and changes in t/d. This
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possiblyexplainsthe scatterseenin the errorplotswith t/d, which suggeststhat the

modelsarenotaccountingforsomephysicalphenomenaassociatedwith t/d.
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Figure 6-3. PBFIF model reactance error criteria for POA=5.

The PBFIF model improves its prediction as POA is increased. Figure 6-4 shows

a sample experimental and PBFIF model impedance at 130 dB and 10.9% POA for

various bias flow velocities. The figure shows the experimental and numerical results are

closer at 10% than at 5% (Fig. 6-1) POA.

The error criteria for both the resistance and reactance show significant

improvements as seen in Figs. 6-5 and 6-6. For the resistance, the mean slope starts at

about 0.92 at zero flow, increases to about 1.18, then decreases to about 0.82. There is a

general tendency of improving results as t/d is increased. This result was expected, since

increasing t/d makes the modeling of perforate holes as tubes more appropriate. The

difference error criteria for the resistance starts at nearly zero for no flow, and increases

steadily to about 0.5pc at 600cm/s bias flow rate. Comparing the 10% vs. the 5% POA
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difference error plots; there is significant reduction in scatter due to varying t/d for the

10% POA case.
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Figure 6-4. Experimental impedance and PBFIF model numerical predictions for a

sample with POA=I 0.9

The reactance error criteria shows the mean slope starting at around 0.8 at zero

bias flow rate and increasing steadily to around 1 as the bias flow rate is increased. The

scatter around this mean with respect to t/d increases as bias flow is increased.

Nevertheless, the same general trend exists. That is, the slope error for the resistance

improves as t/d is increased. The reactance correlation also shows some slight

improvement; especially at the 600cm/s bias flow rate. This result is probably due to the

lower bias flow rate in the perforate hole at 10% vs. 5% POA.
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Figure 6-5. PBFIF model resistance error criteria for POA=10.

There is a possible explanation for the PBFIF model's improved performance as

POA is increased. As POA is increased, the effective bias flow Mach number in the

perforate hole decreases. For example, the highest Mach numbers achieved with the 15%

and 5% POA samples were 0.126 (see Figs. 6-8 and 6-9) and 0.357 (See Figs. 6-2 and 6-

3), respectively. The PBFIF model performs better at lower flow velocities, because the

formation of unsteady vortices is a function of the fluid velocity, given constant viscosity

and hole diameter. At low flow velocities, vortices are not formed, and the perforate's

hole physics follow the principles outlined in the PBFIF model. As the bias flow velocity

in the hole increases, unsteady vortices start forming and the assumptions and principles

outlined in the PBFIF model start to break down. At higher perforate bias flow rates a

model such as that outlined in Ref. 1 should be used.
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Figure 6-6. PBFIF model reactance error criteria for POA=I 0.

Figure 6-7 shows a sample experimental and PBFIF model impedance at 130dB

and 16.5% POA for various bias flow velocities. Comparing the sample resistance

impedance plots for the 10% (Fig. 6-4) and 15% (Fig. 6-7) POA samples, the results look

very similar. The resistance prediction seems to do no better in approximating the

experimental results. The reactance, on the other hand, does show some improvement

when going from 10% to 15% POA.
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Figure 6-7. Experimental impedance and PBFIF model numerical predictions for a

sample with POA =16.5%.

The error criteria plot for the 15% POA samples confirms the visual trend

comparison between the experimental and predicted results. Figure 6-8 shows the

resistance error criteria for various t/d samples and bias flow rates. The mean slope

criteria starts at around 0.9 at zero flow, increases to 1.2 as bias flow is increased, and

decreases to 0.8 as bias flow is increased further. On average the numerical and

experimental results stay within 20% of each other in a least squares sense. This trend is

very similar to the 10% POA samples resistance slope error criteria. The resistance

difference error criteria for the 15% POA samples starts at nearly zero at no bias flow and

increases to about 0.39c at 600crn/s bias flow rate. This result is slightly lower than the

10% POA resistance error difference. The spread in difference error with respect to

different t/d is also larger at 10% than at 15% POA.
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The reactanceslopecriteria for the 15%POA samplesstartsaround0.8 and

steadilyincreasesto one,indicatingthat the reactancecurvesarewithin 20% of the

experimentsin a leastsquaressense.Thereactancecorrelationis aboutonefor all flow

ratesindicatinga nearlyperfectcorrelationbetweenthe experimentalandnumerical

results.
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Figure 6-8. PBFIF model resistance error criteria for POA=I 5.
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Figure 6-9. PBFIF model reactance error criteria for POA = 15.

The next couple of figures are impedance contour plots of t/d vs. frequency at

various percent open areas. It is important to note that the each t/d point in the t/d-

frequency plane is a sample. Each of these samples had specified geometrical parameters

such as percent open area. Nevertheless, each of these geometrical parameters varied

because the specified and actual geometrical parameters were not the same. Besides

percent open area the Co also varies from sample to sample because a single Co is

calculated for each sample and these values are given in Appendix G. Therefore it is

important to recognize that as t/d increases other geometrical parameters also vary,

because of manufacturing tolerances.

Another word of caution, realize that t/d is the part of the second nondimensional

group in the PBFIF model (see Section 3.1). These contour plots are provided to evaluate

how the experimental and model impedance trends against this nondimensional group. It

is important to realize that these groups in the model are not independent of each other.
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For example, in the PBFIF model varying t/d affect groups one, two, four, and five (see

Section 3.1). For more information on this topic see Appendix B.

Figure 6-10 shows the experimental impedance for varying t/d at 100 cm/s bias

flow for 15 percent open area. This figure shows increasing spans of constant resistance

throughout the frequency range, especially at the lower sound pressure levels. Also note

that increasing the sound pressure level from 120 to 130 dB does not change the iso-

resistance distribution in the t/d and frequency plane. Therefore, bias flow has linearized

the resistance with respect to sound pressure level at these dB levels.

These results should be expected. Looking at the Perforate Bias Flow (PBF)

model in section 3.1, we note that the addition of bias flow increases the nonlinear

component of resistance. Therefore, increasing the bias flow component makes the

nonlinear component more significant than the linear component, which depends on t/d.

Furthermore, bias flow makes the nonlinear resistance term more dependent on the bias

flow component than the acoustic particle velocity component. This produces the dual

effect of reducing the resistance frequency variation, since the bias flow rate is constant

through the frequency range, and making the resistance independent of sound pressure

level, because the bias flow velocity is larger in magnitude than the acoustic particle

velocity.

Figure 6-11 shows the experimental impedance for varying t/d at 100 cm/s bias

flow for 5 percent open area. Comparing Figs. 6-10 and 6-11 the resistance becomes

more constant throughout the t/d and frequency range as percent open area is decreased.

Furthermore, the resistance is now independent of sound pressure level for all three

levels.

The reactance does not seem to change very much between zero and 100 cm/s

bias flow. Nevertheless, the reactance seems to be affected more by changes in percent

open area. The 5 % open area reactance experiences a jigsaw shape with increases in t/d,

while the 15 % open area reactance is constant with respect to t/d.
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Another trend to note is the effect of decreasing the percent open area at a

constant flow rate. As the percent open area is decreased, bias flow becomes more

significant. Decreasing the POA increases the effect of the nonlinear component of

resistance in both the experiment and prediction. This is due to the l/c 2 factor in the

nonlinear component vs. the 1/_J factor in the linear component in all of the

incompressible models.

Figure 6-12 shows the PBFIF model impedance for varying t/d at 100 cm/s bias

flow for 15 percent open area. Comparing this model to the experimental results, the

PBFIF model tends to over-predict the magnitude of the resistance. Furthermore, the iso-

resistance shapes somewhat follows a similar trend to the experimental results, yet

improvements are needed. The effect of sound pressure level changes on this model is in

better agreement with the experimental results. This model tends to overstate slightly the

effect of sound pressure level changes on the resistance. The reactance is in better

agreement with the experimental results.
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Figure 6-11. Experimental impedance contour plot.
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Figure 6-12. Perforate Intermediate Frequency model impedance contour plot.
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The PBFIF model includes a bias flow correction given in Section 3.1. This

correction, which was derived using a frequency domain approach, is similar to that

developed by Premo using a time domain approach (See Section 2.2.2). Figures 6-13 and

6-14 show resistance comparisons between the models for 5% and 15% POA sample

perforates. The reactance is not shown because bias flow only affects the resistance in

both Premo's and the PBFIF model. These figures show almost identical resistance

values for all bias flow rates.
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Figure 6-13. PBFIF vs. Premo's impedance model predictions at POA=5.9.
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1. Jing, X. and Sun, X., "Effect of Plate Thickness on Impedance of Perforated Plates
with Bias Flow," AIAA-99-1877.
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7. Compressible Bias Flow Model Impedance Results

in Section 3.2, a compressible impedance model was derived and called the

PCBFIF model. This model was developed for compressibility effects as the hole Mach

number approached one. Figs 7-1 and 7-2 show resistance comparisons between the

PBFIF and PCBFIF model predictions for samples of 5.9 and 16.5 POA. Only the

resistance is plotted, because the reactance model is the same for both models. The

symbol with the solid line is the PCBFIF model while the symbol alone is the PBFIF

model. These plots are plotted for increasing hole Mach numbers. The hole Math number

was calculated using Eq. (3-44) derived in Section 3.3 rather than Eq. (6-1), due to the

fact that Eq. (3-44) accounts for fluid compressibility while Eq. (6-1) does not.
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Figure 7-1. PBFIF vs. PCBFIF impedance model predictions at POA=5.9.
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Figure 7-2. PBFIF vs. PCBFIF impedance model predictions at POA=16.5.

The resistance results indicate that the PBFIF and PCBFIF models predict nearly

the same results for the low hole Mach numbers. As the hole Mach number increases, the

resistance results start diverging, with the PCBFIF model predicting higher resistance

results. This trend is independent of the sample POA. As the hole Mach number

increases, fluid compressibility effects become more prevalent. Fluid compressibility can

occur due to pressure variations and entropy variations. For the PCBFIF model an

isentropic relationship was used, therefore only pressure variations can cause

compressibility in this model. For incompressibility the following relationship must hold

(- V • v) = 1 D---_-P= 0 (7-I)
9 Dt

Using the momentum equation and ignoring entropy variations, unsteady effects, viscous,

and body forces produces
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(-V,v)= 1DO_ M_v,VLv _ (7-2)
p Dt 2

As M becomes small, the left side of Eq. (7-2) also becomes small, and approaches the

incompressibility relation in Eq. (7-1). Conversely, as M becomes large, Eq. (7-1) no

longer holds and the fluid behaves as a compressible fluid.
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Figure %3. Incompressible and Compressible Bias Flow Hole Mach Numbers vs.

Incident Bias Flow Rates at 5%, 10%, and 15% POA using CD=0.76.

Figure 7-3 shows the calculated bias flow hole Mach Number vs. incident bias

flow rate using compressible and incompressible flow assumptions for 5%, 10%, and

15% open areas, respectively. The incompressible hole Mach Number is calculated using

Eq. (6-3), ignoring the acoustic term. The compressible hole Mach Number was
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calculatedby solvingEq. (3-44)throughan iterativemethod.Thedischargecoefficient

(CD)usedfor thesecalculationswas0.76.

This figureshowsthatthepredictedholeMachnumbersusingcompressibleand

incompressibleflow assumptionsarethesamefor the low incidentbiasflow ratesfor

threepercentopenareasas expected.As the incidentbias flow rate increases,the

incompressibleandcompressibleflow assumptionsstartdivergingin termsof termsof

their predictionof theholeMachnumber.Thisdivergencestartsoccurringat arounda

holeMachNumberof 0.35for all threepercentopenareas.Fromthis figurea holeMach

numberof 0.35correspondsto anincidentbiasflow rateof 450,875,and1250ClrdSfor a

5, 10,and15%openareaperforate,respectively.Therefore,exceptfor thehighestbias

flow rateandthelowestpercentopenarea,fluid compressibilityisnotaneffect.

Figure 7-4. Incompressible and Compressible Bias Flow Hole Mach Numbers vs.

Incident Bias Flow Rates at I% through 5% POA using CD=0.76.
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Samples61through65arecommonseptumperforatedplatesformulti-degree-of-

freedomliners.Theseseptumplatesrangefrom 1%to 5%POA.Figure7-4showsthe

calculatedbiasflow holeMachNumbervs. incidentbiasflow rateusingcompressible

andincompressibleflow assumptionsfor 1%to 5%openareasamples.As seenfromthis

figure,fluid compressibilityissignificantatthesePOAs.The test range of these samples

had to be limited to low bias flow rates to avoid choked conditions in the perforate's

orifices. Notice that as the POA is decreased, not only does fluid compressibility occur at

lower flow rates, but also the rate of divergence between the incompressible and

compressible hole Mach number predictions is greater. Therefore analysis of these

samples must be done using the compressible bias flow model (PBCFIF) rather than the

incompressible model (PBFIF).
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Figure 7-5. Experimental impedance and PBFIF model numerical predictions for a

sample with POA=0.9.
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For theanalysisof thesesamplesthedischargecoefficientusedwas0.76rather

thanthecalculatedCDgivenin AppendixG. Thereasonfor this is that thefit usedto

determineCD(seeSection4,6)assumesincompressibleflowandthereforedoesnotapply

for thesesamples.MorediscussiononCDmaybefoundinAppendixF.

Figure7-5showsa sampleexperimentalandPBFIFmodelimpedanceat 130dB

and0.9%POAfor variousbiasflow velocities•This figureshowsa rapid increasein

resistancewith increasingbiasflow.Theexperimentalresistancealsoshowsadecreasing

trendwith frequencyat thehigherbiasflow rates.Theprediction'sagreementwith the

experimentalresultsdeterioratesas the biasflow is increased.The resistancemodel

resultsfollow thesametrendastheexperimentsof increasingresistancewith increasing

biasflow,buttendtoover-predictitsvaluesoverthefrequencyrange.
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Figure 7-6. Experimental impedance and PBFIF model numerical predictions for a

sample with POA=2.2.
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The experimental reactance results show a decreasing trend as bias flow is

increased. This trend is more pronounced as the frequency is increased. The model

predictions do not account for this effect. This effect was seen before (although less

accentuated) for higher percent open areas (5%), and more discussion on this is provided

in Chapter 6.

Figures 7-6, 7-7, and 7-8 show sample experimental and PBFIF model impedance

results at 130 dB and 2.2%, 3.1%, and 5.2% POA, respectively, for various bias flow

velocities. As with the 0.9% POA sample, the resistance results for these samples show

deteriorating agreement between model predictions and experiments as bias flow is

increased. The 2.2% and 3.1% samples show better agreement between the predictions

and experiments than the 0.9% and 5.2% samples.

_5
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, i I
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Figure 7-7. Experimental impedance and PBFIF model numerical predictions for a

sample with POA=3.1.
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These higher percent open area samples also show the trend of decreasing

experimental resistance with frequency at the highest bias flow rates. This trend was also

seen in Chapter 6 for the 5% open area sample. It is important to note that this effect

occurs usually only at the highest flow rate and seems to be independent of the resulting

resistance value. Therefore, this problem may be due to the loss of backpressure in the

experiments during the test at these low POA and high bias flow rates and not an inherit

physical phenomena. Consequently, the model predictions will not account for this effect.

$P-64<_ml),29mm.t_O,Blran_,I_d_1.7, POA_,2_/_
Experlmrllal IExP,| andPBFIFModelNumerl¢l_l(Num.)Re_lJltttat 130 dB

' _ _' a '_' _ I _ r l

:3

2

0

Figure 7-8. Experimental impedance and PBFIF model numerical predictions for a

sample with POA=5.2
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8. Experimentally Fitted Bias Flow Model Impedance Results

In Section 3.6 a method of experimentally fitting (correcting) the numerical model

to better approximate the experimental results was described. In this chapter, the PBFIF

model is fitted using the method described in that section, with the slope error criteria

used as the optimizing objective function. Only the resistance terms in the PBFIF model

were fitted to the experiments. The resulting fitted model is

.- 169t _'_ t (12)0-02)2
_ = (1)co-_od_ +(0.4)2.82 t- lav,+ 1.2v , ICOCDd " 2c((rCD)

(,oCD COCD d 37[ V'(O) )

(8-1)

This model will be called the Fitted Perforate Bias Flow Intermediate Frequency

(FPBFIF) model. The similarity between the PBFIF and FPBFIF models is striking. The

optimal multiplication constant to fit the model to the experiments were 1, 0.4, and 1.2

for the linear dc (first term), linear ac (second term), and nonlinear (third term) resistance

terms, respectively, as seen in Eq. (8-1). Most of the correction predicted by the

optimization routine was in the second term, reducing its influence in the model by nearly

60%.

Figure 8-I shows a sample experimental and FPBFIF model resistance at 130 dB

and 5.9% POA for various bias flow velocities. Only the resistance is plotted since the

reactance of the FPBFIF and PBFIF model is the same. The reader is referred to Chapter

6 for experimental and predicted reactance plots. The FPBFIF model shows good

agreement between experimental and predicted results at the low bias flow rates. This

agreement, as with the PBFIF model, deteriorates as the bias flow rate is increased.

Nevertheless, the FPBFIF model seems to be closer to experimental results than the

PBFIF model results shown in Chapter 6 and Appendix H.

Figure 8-2 shows the error in terms of slope and difference between the

experimental and predicted results for all nominal 5% open area samples using the

FPBFIF model. The error plots indicate that the worst slope criterion is about 0.65, but
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themeanhoversbetween0.9and1excludingthehighestflow rate(600crn/s).This is a

significantimprovementwhencomparedto thePBFIFmodel,wheretheworstpointand

meanslopeis about0.5and0.7,respectively(seeChapter6 or AppendixH). Thespread

of theslopewith respectto differentt/d is significant,althoughreducedwhencompared

to thePBFIFmodel.Thereis a abouta 15%improvementin termsof worstpointslope

betweentheFPBFIFandPBFIFmodel.
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Figure 8-1. Experimental and FPBFIF model impedance for a sample with POA=5.9.

The maximum mean difference between the experiments and the FPBFIF model

is about 2pc, although the mean is generally within 0.5pc. Comparing these results to the

worst difference in the PBFIF model (about 2.5pc), the FPBFIF model performs about

20% better. Although there is a significant improvement in model agreement with

experimental results using the FPBFIF model, there is still considerable improvement
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required.Thepropermodelingof thecombinationof low percentopenareawith bias

flow is still aproblemthatevenwithanexperimentallyfittedmodelremainsaloof.
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Figure 8-2. FPBFIF model resistance error criteria for POA=5.

Figure 8-3 shows a sample experimental and FPBFIF model resistance at 130 dB

and 10.88% POA for various bias flow velocities. The results in this plot show significant

improvement between the experimental and numerical results. As with the 5% open area

sample, the agreement between numerical and experimental results deteriorates as bias

flow increases. Nevertheless, the deterioration rate is significantly reduced for the

nominal 10% vs. 5% open area sample.
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Figure 8-3. Experimental and FPBFIF model impedance for a sample with POA=10.9.

Figure 8-4 shows the error in terms of slope and difference between the

experimental and predicted results vs. bias flow rate for nominal 10% open area samples

with various t/d's using the FPBFIF model. The mean slope starts at about 0.9 for zero

bias flow, increases to 1.3 at 100 cm/s, then decreases to about 1.0 as the bias flow rate is

increased to 600 cm/s. The spread about the mean is about 0.4 (or +/- 0.2 about the mean)

and is fairly constant for all the flow rates. In general, as the t/d is increased the slope

approaches one. This is expected since the perforate holes were modeled as tubes.

Compared to the PBFIF model (see Chapter 6) the FPBFIF model fares slightly worse,

especially for the 100 cm/s bias flow rate.

Figure 8-4 also shows the difference between experiments and predictions. The

mean difference tends to increase with increasing bias flow rate. It starts at nearly zero

for no flow to about 0.5pc for the highest bias flow rate. The spread in the difference

(maximum minus minimum difference) with varying t/d also follows this trend of
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increasing with bias flow increase. The spread starts at nearly zero and increases to about

1pc (or +/-0.5pc about the mean).
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Figure 8-4. FPBFIF model resistance error criteria for POA=10.

Figure 8-5 shows a sample experimental and FPBFIF model resistance at 130 dB

and 16.48% POA for various bias flow velocities. The results at the for the 15% open

area sample are similar to the 10%, and both show better agreement than the 5% open

area sample.

The slope error criteria of the 15% nominal POA is very similar to that of the 10%

POA (see Figs. 8-4 and 8-6), although the spread about this mean seems to be reduced for

the 15% vs. 10% POA. The mean difference error criteria for the nominal 15% POA is

less than 0.1pc for all bias flow rates, and less than 0.05pc excluding the highest bias

flow rate (600crn/s). The spread of the difference error is also within 0. l pc (+/- 0.059c )

excluding the highest bias flow rate (600crn/s).
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Comparingtheseresultswith thePBFIFmodel(Chapter6), both theslopeand

differenceerrorcriteriafor thenominal15%POAsamplesareverysimilar.TheFPFIF

modelperformssomewhatbetterthanthePBFIFmodel,especiallyatthehigherbiasflow

rates.For example,themeanslopeerrorat 600cm/sbiasflow rateis about0.8for the

PBFIFvs.0.9for theFBFIFmodel,a10%improvementin theleastsquaressense.
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Figure 8-5. Experimental and FPBFIF model impedance for a sample with POA=16.5.
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9. Conclusions and Future Work

There were four objectives to this study:

1. Acquire a quality experimental database of educed normal incidence

impedances for perforates plates with and without bias flow

2. Develop improved impedance models for perforated plates in the presence of

bias flow

3. Evaluate the models developed against the experimental database

4. Use the experimental database to improve the model's performance and

evaluate the resultant model performance

To achieve objective one, normal incident impedances were experimentally

educed from perforated samples in the presence of bias flow. These samples were tested

in the NASA Langley Normal Incident Tube (NIT), where several experimental issues

were addressed to test these samples.

These issues included the modifications to the NIT to introduce bias flow, the

repeatability of the experiments, the implementation of a non-switching two-microphone

method, mechanisms to eliminate the perforates plate resonances, the accurate

determination of bias flow speeds through the perforates, and the impedance

determination of the high resistance fibermetal between the plenum chamber and the

cavity. Figures 4-1 and 4-3 show the NIT experimental setup. Having addressed these

issues, a quality database of educed perforated plate impedances was acquired, and

therefore objective one was achieved.

Objective two was addressed by first determining the previous impedance

modeling methods. These methods mainly involved the determination of the impedance

of perforated plates without bias flow. Three impedance models, which included the

effect of bias flow, were developed. Two of the impedance models were developed by

modeling the perforate orifices as infinite tubes with the inclusion of end corrections.

These models assumed incompressible and compressible flow assumptions, respectively,

between the far field and the perforate orifice. The incompressible and compressible
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models were called the PBFIF (Eq. (3-36)) and PCBFIF (Eq. (3-52)) model, respectively.

These models were implemented and their results were evaluated against experiments.

The third model was developed following a similar approach to Hersh99. This model was

not implemented and more information on this model may be found in Appendix A.

The PBFIF and PCBFIF models were evaluated against experiments to address

objective three. The frequency range for which this model was evaluated was from 1000

to 3000 Hz. The PBFIF model performed better for higher (15%) rather than lower (5%)

percent open area (POA) samples. Based on the slope error criteria, the model's

resistance predictions were on average within 20% and 30% for the higher and lower

POA's, respectively. The mean difference between the experiments and predictions

started at nearly zero for the low flow rates and increased to about lpc and 0.5pc for 5%

and 15% open area respectively, at the highest incident bias flow rate of 600cm/s. The

numerical model predictions of lower POA perforates contained more scatter, with

respect to varying t/d's, than at higher POA. This was true regardless of whether the

slope, difference or correlation error criterion was used. The scatter also tended to

increase as the flow velocity was increased for any given POA.

Results at zero flow indicated the linear terms required more correction than the

nonlinear terms for the PBFIF model. When this model was compared to GE's model,

which lacked the linear resistance frequency dependent term, the PBFIF model

outperformed the GE model when compared to experiments in the middle and higher

frequency range.

As flow was added the nonlinear term became more important than the linear

terms. The resistance of the perforate became more independent of t/d, SPL, and

frequency as bias flow was increased (perforate linearization). The point where this

linearization occurred was a function of the bias flow rate and percent open area. For

example, the 15% POA samples experienced linearization at 100cm/s incident bias flow

velocity for the SPL's of 120dB and 130dB, but not 140dB, while the 5% POA sample

was linearized for these SPL's at this incident bias flow rate.

The experimental reactance results showed a decreasing trend as bias flow was

increased. This trend was more pronounced at the lower percent open areas (<5%) and

higher frequency range. The PBFIF model was not able to account for this effect on the
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reactance. A possible explanation for this shortcoming in the model was that this model

did not account for the formation of unsteady vortices. Another model by Jing and Sung I

that accounted for this effect was able to predict the decrease in reactance as bias flow

was increased. The PBFIF model showed good agreements with Premo's bias flow

correction.

The PCBFIF model and the PBFIF predicted nearly the same results for low hole

Mach numbers. As the hole Mach number was increased the PCBFIF model predicted

higher resistance values than the PBFIF model. It was shown that the predicted hole

Mach number was the same using the compressible and incompressible flow assumptions

except for the highest bias flow rate (600cm/s) and lower percent open area (5%).

The septum perforates with POAs between 1% and 5% were also analyzed. The

results showed that the rate of divergence between the predicted hole Mach number using

compressible and incompressible flow assumptions increased as the POA was lowered.

Therefore, the PCBFIF model was used to analyze these samples. The septum perforate

results showed decreasing agreement between model results and experiments as bias flow

was increased. The 2.2% and 3.1% samples show better agreement between the

predictions and experiments than the 0.9% and 5.2% samples.

To address objective four, a fit of the PBFIF model was performed using the

experimental data. The fit was performed using an optimization routine that found the

optimal set of multiplication constants to the non-dimensional groups that minimized the

least squares slope error between predictions and experiments. The fitted model indicated

that most of the correction required to better approximate the measured results was in the

frequency dependent linear term of the resistance. The fitted model results showed

significant improvement over the original model for the low percent open area 5°/'0

samples. The fitted model performed about the same as the original model for the 10%

POA sample and slightly better for the 15% POA sample.

There are several potential research areas for future work in the modeling of bias

flow acoustic perforated plate liners. The determination of a suitable grazing flow model

that accounted for bias flow was only preliminarily addressed in this dissertation. There

are several other parameters that have future research potential in the area of bias flow

acoustic liners. These include the effects of broadband acoustic signals and temperature
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variation, to name a few. Another important area of future research is the determination

of CD. Appendix F discusses some of the issues associated with the methods used to

determine CD in this study, and provides a sensitivity study of the effect on the resistance

results due to the uncertainty in CD. There are also several experimental fluid mechanical

visualization studies that could be performed to complement the development of other

theoretical models.

1. Jing, X. and Sun, X., "Effect of Plate Thickness on Impedance of Perforated Plates
with Bias Flow," AIAA-99-1877.
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Appendix A: Perforate Boundary Layer Bias Flow (PBLBF)
Model

The Perforate Boundary Layer Bias Flow model is based on the principles

outlined by the Hersh99 model I. The original model includes cavity reactance and needs

to be modified for this study since ZKTL calculates the cavity reactance in a separate

module. Hersh99 utilizes a control volume approach, where they write the conservation

of vertical momentum within the holes.

Incident Field
PISI

Perforate Hole

Vch,Ss

Perforate Hole Wall

Sw

Figure A-1. Control volume for perforate hole.

The momentum equation from Fig. A-1 for the modified model is

R

phS,H____ +phdV¢ _2/l:rv_hdr_ pv_S, = p,s, - P,(S, - S,)- _Sw (A-l)
0

where R is the radius of the perforate orifice. Hersh uses a similar equation to Eq. (A-1)_

except that he includes the cavity reactance. He then groups terms, simplifies, and

rewrites that equation in terms of semi-empirical parameters, which produces

phSlH---_-
(A-2)
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where the parametersG, H, and Kvis are determinedsemi-empirically.Hersh

demonstratesthatGcanberelatedtotheviscousboundarylayerprofileby

z (1- )2G - _%L "_BL-_ (A-3)(1-s,°v)

where _aL is given by

VBLSBL
_BL -- (A-4)

Ve

Let ve be a harmonic acoustic disturbance with a superimposed mean bias flow

velocity of the following form

V e = Vae imt + V b (A-5)

and let

2 [V_ + 2VbV_, _ic°t + V2bVe _-- (A-6)

where Eq. (A-6) forces nonlinear and linear oscillations to be of the same frequency.

Let's further assume that

P_ = Pa ei_°t + Pb (A-7)

Substituting Eqs. (A-5) through (A-7) into Eq. (A-2) yields

ip,S,Hcov.e i" +p_s,(G-ljv.e i" +vbf +K,,i_(v_e i"_ +Vb)= (p_e i" +pb)g. (A-8)

Rearranging and collecting terms produces
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[(iA+ B+2vb)v. +v_-Cp._ i'_'+[v_+ Bvb-Cpb]e° =0

',,. j

=0 =0

(A-9)

where

Ho)

)

B = 4aKvis (A- 11)

(Y
C - (A-12)

In order for Equation (A-9) to be satisfied the coefficients of the terms in that equation

must be zero. For the first coefficient this produces

(iA+ B+2vb)v a +v_ -Cp. =0 (A-13)

Multiplying Eq. (A- 13) by va produces

3 = CPaV aiAv_ + Bv_ + 2VbV_ + V. (A-14)

Integrating both sides over the period yields

• 2 1 2 2- f,a _d_+- fB_d_+--f2_ _d_+±fIv,rv_d_= 1-fCp_ v.dz (a-15)
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3 hasbeenreplacedby ]valv_ in the fourth term to ensurethat it remainswhere va

positive. Assuminga harmonicsolutionfor va of the form Cos(toz) and simplifying

yields

• 2 2 2 A %/_V 31Av_ + Bv_s + 2VbVrms + 2 s = _Cpcv2s
3re

(A-16)

Dividing both sides by C pcv2_ produces

1

_=p-_[B+l.2v_ +2v b +iA] (A-17)

Variables A, B, and C depend on Kvis, H, and G. These variables must be related

to the geometrical parameters of the perforate that produces them. Hersh developed these

relationships in his paper through semi-empirical means. These relationships are

(A-18)

K_s = 13+50.35(d/-'3' (A-19)

/ \-1.07

) (A-20)

The parameter H becomes

H = [a + (1- a)e-bP_ _. (A-21)
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where

a-

,+5564( )
(A-22)

(A-23)

d. = t + 0.85d

I

= P_. .]_

P.o° 9(2_ f)2 ]

(A-24)

(A-25)

The parameter G becomes

G = a[l_e -"P"°n] (A-26)

where a and b are redefined as follows

a _--

0.76 + 0.129(d) 2

l+0.161(d) 2

(A-27)

b

11.876 + 4.484(d) _

1+0.159(d) _

(A-28)
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Thesesemi-empiricalrelationshipsassumea viscousboundarylayer profile with an

inviscid core in the perforate's hole. The boundary layer thickness has been assumed to

be equal to the diameter of the perforate hole.

References

1. Hersh, A. S., Walker B.E., and Celano, J.W., "Semi-empirical Helmholtz Resonator
Impedance Model," AIAA 99-1825, 1999.
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Appendix B: Non-dimensional Analysis and Functional
Determination

The impedance of liners can be analyzed numerically and experimentally by using

principles of non-dimensional analysis. Let the experimentally determined non-

dimensional impedance _ be expressed as

= F(Gj,G2,...,G,) (B-l)

where F is a function and GI, G2,..., Gn are non-dimensional groups. In general these

groups are complex, and are themselves a function of dimensional geometric and

physical parameters.

Theoretical impedance models, such as those developed by Crandall and Kraft,

have claimed that the function F is separable. This means Eq. (B-l) can be rewritten as

F,(G,)+ +Fo(G°) (B-2)

The different theoretical models assume different F's and G's depending on the

assumptions and approximations of each model. In general GI, Gz, ..., Gn are not

independent of each other; i.e., they may be functions of each other. Nevertheless the

functions FI, F2 .... , Fn can be approximated from the experimental results through the

following procedure. Taking the derivative of Eq. (B-2) with respect to G_ yields

_ dF,, (G,,) ¢)G,,a_ dF_(G,) + dF2(Gz)aG 2 +...-+ (B-3)
_)G1 dG 1 dG z 3G 1 dG, _G 1

Rearranging and integrating both sides produces

FI(G,)= , _--_- dG2 OG, "'" dG, OG,
(B-4)
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whereGli and Glf are the initial and final GI, respectively. Consequently the functions Fi

are

dr2aG2 dVoaG.]dO,F_(G')=_,,LbG , dG 2 0G, "'" dG, 0G, '

o],r c_{ dF l OG, dr. OO°]dG2.F2(G2)= ,[3-'G 2 dG, cDG2 "'" dG. c3G2

**°_

F.(G.)= °i'[ c]{ dFI c_GI ... dF._I c3G._i.]dG.
J., LonG. dG, c_a. dO._, oqG.

(B-5)

If the functions Gi are independent or weakly dependent, Equation (B-5) becomes

Glf _-'wg G2f Gnf "_t{_

F,(G,)= f o_ dG,.F2(G2) = [ oG_ dG2, F.(G.)= r o% dG. (B-6)
d,, OG, d,, OG2 ""' d., OG.

Therefore experimental impedance results should be plotted against each of these non-

dimensional groups Gi, G2, ..., Gn.
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Appendix C: Alternate Experimental Fit to Bias Flow

Impedance Model

Another method of determining the functions Fi(Gi) is to assume their form and

use a least squares fit criterion. Assume the following form for Fi i

F_(G,)--aiG _+e i (C-l)

where ai and ei are an unknown constant and random error corresponding to the non-

dimensional group i, respectively, to be determined from experimental results. Double

subscripted notation is now introduced, where the first and second index indicates the

non-dimensional group number and experiment number, respectively. For example Gl2

indicates the value of dimensionless group 1 for the second experiment. In what follows

the subscript in the single subscripted quantities indicate parameter variations. For

example, _i indicates non-dimensional experimental value i and aj indicates a constant

associated with group j. Notice, that although both indices are the first indices in these

variables, they mean different things. Letting the square of the errors be e2 and applying

the relationships just mentioned produces

(C-2)

for n dimensionless groups, and m experimental values. To minimize these errors, the

partial derivative of e2 with respect to ai is taken and set to zero. Doing this yields

3e---_-2= 2(_, - a,G,) - a2G 2, -...- a.G.))(3 i, + 2(_2 - a,G)2 - a2G 22-...- a.G.2 )G i2
Oa_

+...+ 2(_ m- a)Gzm - a2G2m -...- a.G._)Gim = 0

(C-3)

Rewriting Eq. (C-3) in summation notation results in
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m m m m
a, _z_G,jGij + a2 _ G 2jG ij + ... + a, _=, G ,jGij = Y. _jG_j (C-4)

j=l j=l j=l j=l

This is the equation for group i. For n dimensionless groups Eq. (C-4) in matrix form

becomes:

£GljGlj £G2jG_j ... £GojG_j
j=l j=l j=l

£G,jG2j £G2jG2j ... £GnjG2j

j=l j=l ]=)

i'll m

j=l j=l j=l

)a I

a2 =

.an

m

j=l

£_ja2j
j=l

£_jGnj

j=J

(c-5)

Letting G, A, and Z be the first, second and third matrices respectively, of Eq. (C-5)

produces

[G]{A}= {Z} (C-6)

Therefore, A can be found from

{A}: (c-7)

where [G ]-' is the inverse of matrix [G ].

Using the least squares approach proved to be difficult to implement. The

problem stemmed from the fact that the difference between largest and lowest magnitude

dimensionless groups in [G] varied significantly (high matrix condition). Techniques

such as singular value decomposition (SVD) 2 were tried and found to be unsuccessful.

Therefore another fitting technique was used.
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Appendix D: Absorption Cc-,,fficient

The idea behind modeling bias flow acoustic liners is to be able to use these

models to generate an optimally designed absorptive liner. In what follows, it will be

shown that absorption coefficients, reflection factors and insertion losses are related to

the acoustic intensity. The liner was designed using an incident plane wave analysis as

shown in Fig. D-1.

• _ *Pi = Ie'(kxX+kyy 0_, R

M

= Re i(kxx+kyY-C0t)

Liner _=0+iz x

Figure D-1. Plane Wave Model in ZKTL.

I and R in Fig. D-1 stand for the incident and reflected acoustic wave, respectively. M

stands for the grazing flow Mach number and note that the e -it°x convention is now being

used for this section only. Using continuity of particle displacement at y=0 results in the

following relation for the reflection coefficient, Rf,

Rf = _(1 + Msin¢)cos_- 1
_(1 + M sin _)cos¢ + 1

(D-l)

where

R
Rf -- -- (D-2)

I
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Forthenormalincidencetube,designM will bezero.Foreachspectralcomponent,the

meansquaredpressureisgivenby

(D-3)

where5 is thephaseof Rf.Sincethereflectedwaveis coherent with the incident wave,

there is a mixed term as shown in Eq. (D-3) that contributes to the SPL. This causes the

pressure field to vary spatially because of interference effects. At y=0, Eq. (D-3)

corresponds to the input pressure for ZKTL which is the total acoustic pressure that is

held constant during the iteration algorithm. Thus, for a given SPL, changing the liner

parameters/configuration changes the ratio of reflected energy to incident energy but has

no effect on the SPL values. Minimizing the reflected energy is the goal of the liner

design procedure.

The acoustic intensity (time-averaged energy flux) of the incident wave normal to

the liner must be conserved which is 1

(W,,) = (1 + Msin*]IIZ cos_
2pc

(D-4)

The difference between the incident and reflected intensities represents the energy

absorbed by the liner:

(Wx,)= 0 + M sin*lI[ 2 cos, (l_lRrl2)
2pc

(D-S)

The absorption coefficient is defined as 2

(D-6)
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SubstitutingEquation(D-1)intoEquation(D-6)produces

40(I+ M sin ¢)cos O0
a = (D-7)

[19(1+ M sinO)cosO + I]2 + [Z(1+ M sin qb)cosO] 2

which is the relation used in ZKTL to compute the absorption coefficient. Also, in ZKTL

the "R.F." that is computed is equivalent to

II 2R.F. = 1- (x = R r (D-8)

which is the ratio of reflected energy to incident energy,(WRy)/(Wly). The insertion loss,

'T L.", computed by the code is

(D-9)

Thus, an optimum liner requires maximum a, minimum R.F. and maximum I.L.
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Appendix E: High Resistance Fibermetal Determination
Methods

Bi_s

Flaw

TrQns£er

ReFerence -- ___ F_mc tion

I Incident

AcousticWeve

__ Cavity _ Test
SQmple

TePminGtion

Test 1:

Test Sample:

Cavity Termination:
Bias Flow:

Test 2:

Test Sample:
Cavity Termination:
Bias Flow:

Test Sample:

Cavity Termination:
Bias Flow:

Test Sample:

Cavity Termination:
Bias Flow:

Indirect Method

Perforate sheet

Hardwall

Off

Perforate sheet

High resistance fibermetal sheet
On

Direct Method I

High resistance fibermetal sheet
Hardwall

Off

Direct Method II

Open (no sample installed)

High resistance fibermetal sheet
On

Figure E-1. Summary sketch of three methods used to determine acoustic resistance of
fibermetal sheet.
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4.5.1Indirect Acoustic Method

A low resistance perforate was tested in the normal incidence tube using two

configurations. For the first configuration, the perforate had a cavity with a hardwall

termination. For the other, the termination was the high resistance fibermetal under

investigation, which could allow bias flow to be passed through the tube. Using the NS-

TMM method described earlier, the acoustic impedance of the perforate sample was

determined for each of these configurations.

The impedance measured at the surface of the perforated plate for the hardwall

termination is given as _s_. Similarly, the impedance measured with the fibermetal

termination is _2. These two impedances are the sum of the individual impedances of

each liner element; i.e.,

= (Eq)

_sz = _p + _cr (E-2)

where _p is the perforate impedance, and _cw and _cr are the cavity impedances with the

hardwall and fibermetal terminations, respectively. For this method to work _p must be

independent of the test configuration. The only way to assure _p is constant is for the

perforate to be linear (independent of SPL and bias flow). Tests were conducted over the

bias flow and SPL range of interest in this study with the high resistance fibermetal

termination installed. The results of these tests indicated that the selected perforate

sample was acceptably linear.

Subtracting Eq. (E-l) from (E-2) and solving for _cf produces

_cf m. _cw "l- _s2 -- _s, (E-3)
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This is thecavityimpedancewith thefibermetalbacking.Thecavityimpedance

dueto thehardwallisgivenby

_cw= -iCot(kL) (E-4)

whereL is thecavitylength,and k thewavenumber.Thelumped-elementimpedance

of the fibermetal _f is related to the cavity impedance with the fibermetal termination _cf

by the following relationship

_f = (_cf - 1)e_(k'+k')t + (_f + 1) (E-5)
(_cf -- 1)e_k'÷k')t - (_cf + 1)

where the wave numbers k_ and k r are

k
k i -

I+M

k
k r -

1-M

(E-6)

and M is the Mach number in the duct.

The major advantage of this method is that _s_ and _s2 can be measured

accurately. Measurements near nulls of large standing waves are avoided by properly

choosing the perforate material, consequently improving the accuracy of the

measurement. Perhaps more importantly, bias flow effects on the fibermetal impedance

can be studied. The major disadvantage of this method is that more measurements and

calculations are required to determine the impedance of the fibermetal.

4.5.2 Direct Acoustic Methods

There are two ways to measure the fibermetal impedance directly. In Method 1

the fibermetal sheet under investigation is installed as the "test sample" in the NIT, with a
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hardwall termination.The NS-TMM methodis then usedto measurethe normal

incidenceacousticimpedance.This methodoffersthe advantageof requiringonly a

singlemeasurement,andconsequentlyis a fastmethodfor determiningtheimpedance

propertiesof thefibermetal.Its maindisadvantageis the inabilityto measurehowbias

flowaffectsthefibermetalimpedance.

In MethodII thefibermetalunderinvestigationis usedasthecavitytermination.

For this method,no sampleis installed;thus,the cavity is left open.The fibermetal

impedanceis determinedusingEq.(E-5),where_cfand_r arethemeasuredimpedance

at the standardtestplane (wheresamplesurfaceis typically located)and fibermetal

lumped-elementimpedance,respectively.Theadvantageof MethodII is thesingle-step

processin measuringtheimpedanceof thefibermetal.Furthermore,this methodallows

for thedeterminationof biasflow effectson theimpedanceof thefibermetal.Themajor

disadvantageto this methodis thepotentialfor measuringnearnullsof largestanding

waves,with the accompanyingincreasedpotentialfor measurementerrordueto large

changesin SPLoverthediameterof themeasurementmicrophone.

4.5.3 Raylometer Method

Pressure

v

Bios
Ftow v

Figure E-2. Raylometer experimental setup

(Raylometer Method).

L High Resistonce

Fibermetat

for determining fibermetal resistance
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TheraylometermeasurestheDC flow resistanceof thehighresistancefibermetal

backing. FigureE-2showsthetypicalexperimentalsetuputilized for thisexperiment.

Thenon-dimensionalresistance,0,is

0 - Pl- P2 (E-7)
pCVb

wherepl, P2, Vb, 9, and c are the pressure reading before the fibermetal, pressure

reading after the fibermetal, velocity in the duct, fluid density, and the speed of sound,

respectively. The flow resistance is assumed to be a linear function of velocity of the

form

o = A +B (E-S)
C

Several values of flow resistance versus flow velocity were acquired in this

experiment. These values were then curve-fitted to determine A and B.

The advantage of using the raylometer is the speed of acquiring the data. The

disadvantage is the assumption that the resistance of a DC flow measurement is

equivalent to the real part of the acoustic impedance. This assumption is not entirely

correct because frequency dependence is ignored.
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Appendix F: Dynamic Co

Jing and Sun t took issue with the empirical nature of the determination of CD.

Their model showed that the formation of the vena contracta is a time dependent problem

in the presence of an acoustic field, and determined an approximate steady state value of

0.61 for CD. This value of CD is lower than the normally measured experimental value of

0.76 or higher. Jing and Sun did not account for the presence of mean flow, and therefore

the variation of CD with increasing bias flow is not known and is an area of potential

future research.

For this study, the CD used for the model predictions, except for the compressible

model results, was a measured raylometer CD. This approach may be questionable but it

has been ingrained in this field for nearly three decades. The value of Co greatly affects

the predicted results and in general it is a function of frequency, SPL, etc. Tradition and

the empirical nature of this field (more than physics) has generally resulted in the use of a

constant Co in previous studies. Figures F-1 to F-9 show the PBFIF model resistance

error criteria sensitivity to CD's of 0.76, 0.66, and 0.86 for 5, 10, and 15 POA,

respectively. These plots show significant variation in the results depending on the value

of Co used. Therefore, the accurate determination of this variable and consequently an

increased understanding of the physics of this variable in the presence of an acoustic field

with mean flow is an important area of future research.
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Appendix G: Kluge and FITF Raylometer Database

Kluge is an assembled raylometer or "old" raylometer. This raylometer contains four

pressure ports to measure the pressure drop across the sample.

FITF is a high-end raylometer with 160 measurement locations, statistical measurement

outliers elimination, and curve fitting to minimize tailing effects" near the sample.

The pages that follow provide plots of resistance vs. velocity for the perforated

plates samples. Each page contains three plots, where the first, second and third plots

provide results using the Kluge, FITF, and Kluge & FITF raylometer results,

respectively. CDA and CoB are the calculated by doing a linear regression of the plots, and

equating the resultant intercept and slope to (cl/CD) and (c2/CD), respectively, in Eq. (4-

6). This creates two equations, where CDA and CDB are obtained by of solving CD in the

resulting intercept and slope equation, respectively. CDBST is calculated using the

procedure outlined in Section 4.6. The CD used for the prediction was the CDBST of the

FITF raylometer.

" Tailing effects is near field effects close to the sample. The pressure field starts tailing

(curving) near the sample.
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SP-57
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8P-61
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SP-62
<d=0.26238 mm (0.01033 In), t-'-(I.50Smm (0.02 In), POA=2.184%>
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6P-63
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Appendix H: Experimental and PBFIF Model Impedance

Database

The pages that follow provide plots of PBFIF model and experiment impedance

results. These plots are not the complete database. To get the complete database contact

Mike Jones in the Structural Acoustics Branch at NASA Langley Research Center.
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SP.44<d=O.62535mm, t_0.6604mm, POA=t 0.473%>

Experimental (Exp.) vs. PBFIF Model Numerical (Num.) Results at 0 crn/s
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SP-45<d,,O.59919mm, t=0.8858mm, POA=t4.489%>
Experimental (Exp.) vs. PBFIF Model Numerical (Num.) Results at 0 crn/s
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SP-47<d'0.91669mm, t=O.635mm, POA=I 0.69%>

Experimental (Exp.) vs. PBFIF Model Numerical (Num.) Results at 0 crn/s
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SP-4B<d=O.90932mm, t=0.GOg6mm, POA=_I 5.62"P_>
Experimental (Exp.) vs. PBFIF Modal Numerical (Num.) Resulm at 0 cm/s
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SP-49<d=t .0394mm, tm0.635mm, POA=5.293%>

Experimental (Exp.) vs. PBFIF Model Numerical (Num.) Results at 0 crn/s
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SP-50<d=1.03OSmm, t=0.G35mm, POA=I0.148%>

Experimental (Exp.) vs. PBFIF Model Numerical (Num.) Results at 0 cm/s
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SP-BI<d=1.0292mm, t=0.835mm, POA=I 5.474%>

Experimental (Exp.) vs. PBFIF Model Numerical (Num.) Results at 0 cm/s
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SP-52<d=<).6581 Imm, t=0.9906mm, POA=5_919%>
Experimental (Exp,) vs. PBFIF Model Numerical (Num.) Results at 0 crn/s
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SP-_3<d,,0.63729mm, t=0.9652mm, POA=10.STP_>

Experimental (Exp.) vs. PBFIF Model Numerical (Num.) Results at 0 cmuts
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SP-54<d=0.63906m m, t_1.016m m, POA--16,481%>

Experimental (Exp.) vs. PBFIF Model Numerical (Num.) Results at 0 cm/s
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SP-55<d"1.0516mm, t_0.9652mm, POA-_.418%>

Experimental (Exp.) vs. PBFIF Model Numerical (Num.) Results at 0 cm/s
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SP-_'_<d=1.0373mm, t=1.016mm, POA=10.283%>
Experimental (Exp.) vs. PBFIF Model Numerical (Num.] Results at 0 cm/s
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SP-57<d"1.0472mm, ta0.SE52m m, POA_16.021%>

Experimental (Exp.) vs. PBFIF Model Numorical (Num.) Results at 0 crrgs
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SP-S8<d"1.4806mm, t=0.9906mm. POA=_J.671% >

Experimental (Exp,) vs. PBFIF Model Numerical (Num.) Results at 0 cm/s
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SP-Sg<d'1.4656mm, t,,1.016mm, POA=I 0.982%>

Experimental (Exp.) vs. PBFIF Model Numerical (Num.) Results at 0 crnfs
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SP-60<d=1.4643mm,t=0.50_mm,POA=16.641%>
Experimental (Exp.) vs. PBFIF Model Numerical (Num.) Results at 0 cmCs
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SP-43<d-O.64389mm, t_O.635mm, Vd ,0.98619, POA=5.665%>

Experimental (Exp.) vs. PBFIF Model Numerical (Num.) Results at 130 dB
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SP-44<d==0.62535mm, t=0.6604mm, t/d ==1.0561, POA==10.473%>

Experimental (Exp.) vs. PBFIF Model Numerical (Num,) Results at 130 dB
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SP-46<d"0.92151 mm, t=O.635mm, Vd =0.88908, POA=5.376%>

Experimental (Exp.) ys, PBFIF Model Numerical (Num.) Results at 130 dB
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3.5

SP-47<d=0.91669mm, t=O.6_Smm, t/d r--0.69271, POA=I0.69_"

Experlmen_l (Exp.) vs. PBFIF Model Numerical (Num.) Results at 130 dB
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SP-49<d=t .0394mm, t--_).B35mm, t/d =0.6109_, POA_5.293%>
Experimental (Exp.) vs, PBFIF Model Numerical (Num.) Results at t30 dB
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SP-S0<d=1.030_mm, t=0.635mm, ttd =0.6t622, POA=I 0.148%>
Experimental (Exp.) vs. PBFIF Model Numerical (Num.) Results at 130 dB
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SP-82<d=0.65811 ram, t=O.9906mm, Vd ==1.5052, POA=5.919=/,>
Experimental (Exp.) vs. PBFIF Model Numerical (Num.) Results at 130 dB
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SP-53<d,_0.63729m m, t,,0.S652rnm, ttd ,,1.514,5, POAm10.877%>

Experimental (Exp.) v/;. PBFIF Model Numerical (Num.) Results at t30 dB
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SP-55<dI1.0516mm, t_0.9t_2mm, Ud aE)_17Er, POA;;5418%>

Experimental (Exp.) vs. PBFIF Model Numerical (Num.) Results at 130 dB
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SP-_,6<d=1.0373mm, t_1.016ram, Ud =0.97943, POA=10.283%>
Experimental (Exp.) vs. PBFIF Model Numerical |Num.) Results at 130 dB
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SP-BT<d=1.0472mm, t'_0._52mm, t/d I;0.92166, POAwl 6.021%>

Experimental (Exp.) v_. PBFIF Model Numerical {Num.) Results at 130 dB
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SP-_S<d=1.4806mm, t:0.9906mm, t/d =-0.66S07, POA=5.671%>
Experimental (Exp.) vs. PBFIF Model Numerical (Num.) Results at 130 dB
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SP-,59<d-1.4856mm, tin1.016ram, t/d =0.69324, POA=I 0.982%>

Experimental (Exp.) vl;. PBFIF Model Numerical (Num.) Results at 130 dB
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SP-60<d=1.4643mm, t,,0.5OSmm, Vd =0.34692, POA-16.641%>
Experimental [Exp.) vs. PBFIF Model Numerical {Num.) Results at 130 dB
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